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With 'Malice toward None, with Oiarityjor
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A

Legion Dance
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Personal Mention!
Mrs.

JACK BROWN DEAIT

A

Mrs. Jack Brown, wife of the
bookkeeper at the Roy Trading
Co. died Tbarsday morning at
their home in Roy, of Tuberculosis.

NEW YEAR'S WISH

May the New Year keep our hearts
and hands busy with productive Toil,
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The dahee given by itha American
Legiem, Post No. 33, Nw Year's Eve,
was a signal success. The soldier boys

J A M'AKY

1

Librettist Writes Humorously'' of
His First Play.
Producer

Sttwnmgly Had Forgotten
All About Work Ho Pronounced
Great," and
Wat Finally
Faorned to Composer.
.
'
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51

Publicly Install

Notice

The Public Installation of officers
by Acacia Lodge, A. F. & A. M., of
Roy, St. Johns Day, last Saturday
night, was a brilliant social affair and:
gave the guests present a good oppo- rIn accordance with. Chapter umty to see what a live Masonic
101, Sec. 1, Laws of 1919 State Lodge can do.
The officers installed by Past Mas
of New Mexico, notice is htreby ter, Fred S. Brown, were
given that the Tax Roll or AsV. E. Mitchell, W. M.
l;
sessment Book for the year 1919 M. D. Gibbs, S. W
E. Wildman, J. W.
J.
;
defor the county of Mora, was
F. G. Campbell, Treas.
Irvin Ogden, Sr., Sec'y- livered to me, the undersigned
R. W. Boulware, S. D- County Treasurer on the 29th
J. W. Beck, J. E'.
'
day of December, A.D. 1619,
W. Bras;hears, S. S.
V. L, Dunn, J. S.
,
Yóu re further notified that
E. F. Ivey, Chaplain..

To AH
Mora County.
Tax-Paye- rs

plaaned to make this event reflect
creditably their skill and ability as
entertainers as well as fighters tid
they succeeded most effectively.
The entire affair was a success, Especially the "Army Slum and Coffee"
served down in the Red Cross Rooms.
g
Roy Post is one of the most
of the Posts in Mora County
as well as being the newest and we
are expecting much from it in the way
of modernizing methods by whluh the
ideals for whkh they fought Jn Trance

3

in the Right"

and jwith Finaae
I.
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"I mvrr Hlmli forgoC said Bide
leaving neither time nor opportunity
Dudlej, wili(ir, "the
for Idleness and Discontent; may it
time I tried
to writ for tlie singe. It came about
sweeten ournlaUy Bread with the thot
like t rv: J. J. l((titlial was stag'hat it has been earned by honest
ing
Service; may. it free us from the Sin may be reaBaed.
imisicul show w4th 1l Intention
by revealing ta us a Visof Self-P4- y
of tiling it West. Juke and I hail
The Ladies Aid Society of the ion of the Divine Purpose that made The following soldiers ar "reported cfw kilo ciBituct often, us I liked 'his
Tax-Payalleging error in Albert Bacharach, Tyler.
by the Red Cross Service as from Roy fcr:ii'tl if cifiirs.
At this particular any
Baptist Chwrch will eerve Chili, Labor the Law of Life. Amen.
Following the impressive ceremony
have
yet
been located. If you thin- - 'hv
but
assessment,
must file his
a 4yrk
bis show. his
Pie Cake & Coffee, at Wild-man'he refreshment committee, aided by
J. J, Taylor tried to be the last, pa- know where any of them Are please Vi e 'ju t on .liri!uJ--:,imid he gave cue
corree
the
petitiom
for
bevy of younj? ladies served dainty
to get in on the old advise of their address:
't'i,,;ir.
Cash Store, Ii A.M.Jto 7 P.M. tron of be.
) y law,
require
as
tion
same,
ef
S.
sandwiches,
coffee, and other delica-ie- s
Beacher
Miller.
He
year.
rate
next
for
"
waited
till
I'.i'io,'
lie aH 'can j- a write uie
Saturday, ten. 3d, CoW and eat, the last safe minute to drop in his litMaciclor.io Gonzales,
the
to
members
and their guests
datt
the
within six months from
Híi;?'
'
md ice cream and cake as a second"
tle old .$1.50.' We shall not be
John Cfcirk.
" ".Ñu,!
roplivti.
eomplairit
above, said petition or
;ourye.
T. M Kirhv and wife left here
All was planned with care
if the sheckJes roll in a little Earl Ruben
J:il(f4.!lniS't yrOh'd, Tf ou're
the
District
filed
with
be
must
with ability. Much mirth
executed
R.
slower
Branch.
you
md
time
need
a
be
and
not
for
lie vt'ty t'iiy l itj limklnj; i'r. All the
Wednesday for Tipton, Oklahoma surpj'iaftd if your subscription
ia not Any one knowing f iny of these Soilirr
complaint? oi pe ui'.l good fellowship prevailed and the
Attorney.
N
w rH
t!wy
van
Cozmn
'ine
where they will visit therr iiaugn paid in advance if it stops coming as boys whereabouts pleaíí advise
'.idsrs has renson to take pride in this
oí
TliU'N
'ue
with
can l-- hied alter six effort as well as in the fact that it
MRS. GRACE V. OGDEK,
'ter and then go to Texas i ) visit soon as we can get to it and chop you
íUh ti,.
Tlicy'ie too
When months.
iff. There will be some Jose in doing
Hone Service Secretary., , vi.;i i luMue
has more than doubled its member9!gla; wrUt) uk a lyric
another, the S-is to follow up. it but vc will save 79 cents sx year on
ship in the less than a year since it
American Red Cross,
u 'love' Ju:j e,.t. it tivuiomv?'
you in paper if you don't intend to
Spy, New Mexico
vas chartered.
FEED S. BJIOWN,
'V II. via know. JbiSf.' :I nnllA
Starting with a charter list of 20
Mrs. Chas, DePew, daughter, pay your subscription.
""'
Treasurer.
County
',iUy
operator
Wl'h
The Christmas Treat by the Munici- cacifc Lodge now has 49 member
?
u
and son, Chauncey, returned
" r
I'UJW - mt Hi KauKa. by Philip N. Sanchez, Deputy.
We are pleased that many of our m.1 fnr-- ls 5s.a Bt t.W Ro.l Prosa Hall .
md prospect3 for many more as fast
" V" nm ...takea chanc,
Wednesday from the east where readers noted the lack of news in last Dec. Zi, reached ahout 350 child reo Jf
is they can get to them. They have
"rilWe knew that a lot of and a few bags are left over which i
Relatives here received a message olans that will mature as soon aft
they have been visiting during week'i 'S-1
"
Jit
ta" J couple of 'Sitturday that .Alvin, the eldest son oí jractical into a fine new hall and are
things were left out of it, but it will will be distributed at New Year's. AB 1
UMi
the holidays;.
" ''Xt liy i .handed U
make jfou appreciate it morevu-heit the money was spertt. but about ?5.W" 'vt''
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bushkevitz, had ne of the assets of Roy which add
to Jjik .and run. Ue died of pneumonia
tell- whkh is left in the bank for a nest - .j ,,"IJ,',1
Chauncy ihas finished bis busi does get nearer to its mission
at his home at Da- materially to the attractiveness of the
ll
to iay it as great venport, Iowb. Alvin is well remem town and community.
v- promisefi.
moifey
Jnr
ing
the.
egg.
The
news.
guaranty'
f'hi
ness course in an Iowa college
ual4.tUa show inn bered here. Tie was. barn in Roy and
by the village trustees was not need - ; ",H 1,lut
'. u itily. En did.
'1
Konest, Judy, one of oun fust Roy ed mai will not be addled for.
and is headed for a position,
The show went visited here last summer in company
D. M. Finley called Saturday to pay
boys to volunteer in the last war, ar" ttifwcond
out
All who had anything to do with, 't'1
for
his subscription another year: He has
aath his jaaCher and
..didn't put tU the blame oa
rived home last week from over two the treat in any capacity are agreed.
""ke
weeks. i 'iThe SAcaextends the sym- 3 fine little ranch out in the Red River,
as chief cook years
. Ellis Abemathy
wmg-rt.l- ut
is, 1
ald It miglii pathy of their many friends here in brakes.
service in the U-- S. .Maty, dur- that we must do this again next Christ ' '
Le. at the "Chow" the American
(Í'
ing which time he has seen most of the mh.
e .tlmt expkxi- - iheir bereatwment.
v.d H ie
At nvF irate, be dldnt
, gion served at their New Years big ports all over much of the world
Mrs. Franklyn of Dawson, was the
gained experience and education
Lewis Waters came home last week; Un fiiilh in uie. Tljuee ;iiths later
The Koy Trust .amil Savings Bank guest of Mrs. Margaret Bursick and
Ball, established a rebulation as and
which no other means could have pro- from Los Angeles, Calif., where he is.' lie 'lauded .in an ld
theaten eou- - has issued one of the finest calendars Miss Myrtle Kerns during the holidays
.. chef.
The tig mess of "'Slum' cured lor him. We rejoice with his attending school, 4o visit his mother,' etij ii;ripttid FUKgetnd thai I make it ftis year that we have ever seen. It
copy off an oil painting
a large-size- d
E. B. Holmes and vjrife returned last
he cooked up and served with parents and friends, that he is safe Mrs. R. E. Alldredge, during the holi- a ocuslcal r jüay. I tdeniuraed, but he
atgain.
days. He is very busy with his Un- .yr-meia irisar, usd ho I went t hf Fletcher C. Ransom entitled 'The Friday from a visit to their son). Alex.,,
the help of all the other boys who home
friends in Roy aad having a pretty-- wcil. A'it'ly-kDcomposer cal!- - oice of Liberty." A splendid pintare and family at Montoya, N. M,
K-in and army and
i had done
Shortage of help and impossible good time if we can judge from ap.
l'je scone, and are labored oí Presklent Wilson in the foreground
wagecirhave been the mother rwf sev- peantnees
together aaiwiiirh. Then we submitted (with the Shades of Washington end
wbeh rushed. was
. and M-P- .s
Anna Branch came home for Chrút
eral clever inventions ty farmers who
Lincoln in the folds rf the American mas from Dawson, where she has a
iiifw KiutM'ul cwlr-ille
Jake.
many
delight
to
the
novelty
and
r
have wheat to market. Tractors with
James Edward Leach, is the youngVs creat? he saikL Tha he threw !I3ag in the background.
good position and will remain till afwagons
trucks, teams of all son of Olin and .Jessie Leach W the icriiit iin his V&
; gvests,
ti w
It is encouraging to look at it when ter New Year's to greet her brother
lMle year I we are worrind by the noists of ths Albert, who wil be home this week
J. H. Buth. who farms aeafchiof Rot kinds and combinations have been joiuefl their interesting family at the. j imth expertaKtlv.
from service of pver a year and a
lie blllb.n..clHely, bol times, the T)oltt!ca' crim'nr''' v 5i
..on Rout 1. has leen threshing beans coming rin for weeks an dwlll:4ie the town of Springer, 'December 22. We.
congratulate this young man on his. j. NSW .nothing n,at
'Indicate that Teprewatativa bodies f the nation half in Siberia. It will be a time of
with Jr,'s .machine and made, record rest éfl'the winter with kmidc that
"
choice of parents. The elder brother ,T,,k, hn(1
it imam the L W W-- 1 rejoicing for all his family and hia.
; run of a hushel
minute for an all test tbeswagons under tSero,
1W J1ÍB(W. At tha9 tawl the
beand.W!rterwia ai x. uanui to mm
friends when he is home again..
. ilav's run last week.
Not had for .
x
(IVKJ
tbm and other oL orderly cults trom
rf
iwtvir.
The Jbpy'iTbeatre is io bé congrat- in aw. ousmesa w growing uH.,
Amntpt In
..machine that cost him a liitle over
A
n 'lid bought low, and jj3t realize Üial all this dis
ulated And .commended for aeouring
H. G. Moshier, of Schill City, Mis..that.dajr'a aminas.
i the,Ask at::an anctiua rtd found the cord can't accomplish anvfhihg;. that
for its patrons that wonderful picture,
Mr. and Mrs. Wrley, of Roy Wag
while
Denver. All he aHked of God is in His Heaven; Wilson is our souri, is getting in for the
the
playjn
with, the the getting's good. He has long been
Heart of Humanity" and for giv- on Yard, are enjoying a visit from Mr.?
J. M. Elder has his wheat and beam "The
tlmt Hwtum Vina the price of prtftídent; ,md alFs .well
ing
performance
the
matinee
which
came
Mason,
wh
Worley'a
Mrs.
sister,
a reader.
thresh A1 At last And when he srets
'postage. F3 thought that reason world.
it possible for many to witness from Illinois but of Hate resides in the the
'Jhem marketed he vwill have cash off made
enougk,
he
pat
iMe stamps
able
other-wisPeco "Valley, N. M.
Jimmy Turner and family came
The Christmas tree at the Roy Baphis land to equal the picture who could ot
Jess than
aiack.
done so. Such pktares do Much
down from Dawson to spend the holi tist church was well attended. A nice
.more than the selling price f the have
to undo ,fbe effects of some. of the proW. S. Morris finally got his crop
days with Neis Benson and family. urogram was given by the children
.whole farm besides a world oí leed ana
Smilight Mot Good Cerrrtitide.
get
into films and glve threshed last week, and is surprised
ductions
that
Thry are having the thne of their nd voung people of the Sunday school'
He
,
consume
it.
dairy
te
herd
:.a..fine
Sunlight
us
proves
to
he
it
right concepts of life ton those who and pleased with hit yield. His wheat
'
At the close of the program Santa.
. has really worked all the past .season
pss eflMent ntl reliable at Vast In lives.
understand it.
averaged 37 bushels and some spring
Claus appeared and distributed presjind not through, jmt.
temperate
turn 'hwn
reaffirm
than
per
Vi
rye, a new crop here, 42 bushels
Ltrter Floersheim and Rual Wade ents to all.
cuppoHnd,
In
hí
experimenta
acre and his millet turned out like
with a covey of their young lady , A treat was given every child, man
.Th Snnreme Court has decided that
NEW BAKERY
oats. Mr. Morris says our Special in Algiers, M. de luroqwrt? has found friends attended a party at Mills on and woman present. Several Spanish
tOi)ytthe President cam declare war is
e
expos-iiaMonday night in honor of tihe student-hom- people attended and received treats
no
George Lewis has leased one of the edition was not boosting at all it mere 'tfeot .only proWwfled or Bnect
ended. Some republican senators
,
Vwtrnys
and
from divert schools and colleges also.
thmio-h- t
Congress had that authority new rooms in the Foster Block toid ly showed pictures that can be seen
that Its notion
'hlefl.v wifined to
;area8 deficient as lawyers as Senator is installing ra 'Complete hatary outfit in the original and ve can prove the 1ny .urffls wbTK the barlefa are for the holidays.
along with :oda Fountain and larg truth of every word in it and a Jet
Arthur Schrum, of Mosquero, or.Mow; is. as a, doctor.
Bacteria in liquida
inlfr"
Some one has estimated that the ders himself a Christmas present of
more.
stock of confectionery.
jiffectvfi
only
by
nre
very
light,
lntmwe
His friend, Robt. Sheppard of West
Tepulfiiean Congress uttered a total the
Mr. Lewis proposes to take. care if
for a year. We are glad to
.Republican organs are promising u
the bread and pastry business of Roy Virginia, who is here visiting him call- anil tills only at Klljjht depifc. ViTiite of 14,000,000 words in the course of add him to the list. Wc like to have
reegular session of the C. 0. P.
eiUvre.(
light is irmre efTertwe than
the sptóial session. About twice that the
in the hands of only the peobe an improvement on the and along the E. P. & S. W. line, as ed and secured some xtra copies of
to sene? east to corroborate blue '.being flghtly more powerful iJihii many "more will be required to ex- ple who want it.
.
snecial session. The tegular session Well as providing an attractive place the
chiefly
are
dither
color.
Bacteria
plain why nothing was accomplished
for indulging in refreshments. The his story to his home folks that we are
mi ay be only half as long as the spe
ultra-ló-lin seven aoonths' time.
Mrs. H. Kennard called Saturday
enterprise is we which will add much Hlmost like civilized people out here. tilled by luminous rays, and
siQSfi.ion.
ntr have' failed to show the fu.
to fix her subpcripfon account with
to the prestige of Roy and the prot- - !Me is much impressed with what he
terictdhl action so genwally credited
Oh! this profiteering! Even
the
'
before the first and the raise
Sior.BWi Goodman, of Tucumcari, pect for a successful business 'venture has seen.
t.
fhem, tfie ultra-re- d
also being
the weather prophet at Mills in price.
kind
the
best
state.
of
this
the
a
for
is
lit
his
in
check
us
for
a
sends
At best, sunlight acts only trt has announced that he will commerC. F. Leophard and wife are taking
tle langet He is still interested in
the surface, while layers of fat of cialize his talent and will forcast no
;Mrs. Theodore hauler, of Newton an extended trip to Texas and Okla
Phil Higgins, old time homesteader
Roy anil enjoys seeing her. grow.
tunéele prevent even the cllght ordi- further unless his "palm is cross and
n
community, died at a hospital m 'Trin homa points tliis winter.
citizen of this mesa,
nary penetration.
ed by silver." We are impelled to writes us irom Middletown, Iowa, to)
HeiM-has rented the big pas- idad, Dec. 19th and was buried in the
larr
'
exclaim in the words of the great send him the
Lieut. C. E. Munsey and wife, who
for the coming year
ture belonging to E. F. and F. E. Ivey ills Cemetery.
By Naval Precedent.
Ce&sar "Et to Bruti."
as his Christmas present to himself.
Mrs. Bauler was án a hospital rhere were visiting at Mills recently have
and Mrs.. T'litenngtoa, and will run
Colosenior
It Is a curious anomaly of
Phil has bought a small farm there,
his herd of thoroughbred Hereford a Song time last year and has been an returned to their home at Limon,
servW, aya the London Dally News,
and says they are both enjoying fair
cattle there .next summer. There are invalid for a long time. She leaves rado.
LIBERTY
that an officer who attains, ae Lord
health again.
over a thousand acres .under a good a large family, to mourn her loss.
Mrs; Í. P. Reynolds, teacher in the Telllcoe and Air David Beatty have Just
four-wir- e
fence and with good wells Three sons were soldiers in the late
The Christmas program and Christ
Roy
schools, gave & party to her pusympathy
The
family
have
the
Dr. Plumlee received a telegram-froattained, the rank of admiral of the
all
water
war.
to
nd
tanks
windmills
..and
tree held here Dec. 23, was a de
mas
school
bepils
room
JRcy
of
the
in
music
the
at
their
many
friends
in
;it
by
required
Beet,
and
of
Mrs. Plumlee, Saturday
to
on
retire
precedent
Is
the stock that .can be kept
Each child rendered mother, Mrs. W. O. Moore, that her
building Tuesday afternoon fnora 2 to from active command. The rule may cided success.
,
died at
fit is the best and safest pasture iract reavement.
Much praise was Stella, Missouri,
4. A good time and some choice mu- -' have been designed to eliminate old their part efficiently.
at 6:30 o'clock. Sat
on the mesa. Mr. Farr id adding to
Day
given
Miss
school
the
for
teacher
Rev, . Q. Massagee is the new pas- sic is reported. Mrs.' Reynolds has seadogs who had become too ancient
urday morning, of pneumonia.
Mrs.
his herd when he finds good white-itiher untiring effort.
The.' Sunday Plumlee went last week to
have ne of the tor ef Ihe Baptist Chtfhch at Mills made practical musicians out of many to bite, but It seems singularly foolish school
her bedstock csd
person
treated
liv
then
each
be
real
to
thought
who
not
were
to permit its application to men like ing in the district, and all who were side called by wire on account of net
best herds on the mesa whes he f ts and is arousing much interest ia pupils
prodigies and has eight boys in her
church activities there.
illness.
elllcoe and Beatty. By the unprecefilled up.
das now who are the pride of their dented rapidity of his promotion. Sir members of the Sunday school with
a two pound sack of Christmas treat,
E. F. Henry and wife left Monday parents and friends.
C. E. Kidd and wife left Saturdar
David htis finished Ids sea career at each visitor was served likewise,
ThP farmers of Fort Sumner, SL
then for Angola, Kansas,
In the prime of
t
where they wiil
Ae nge of
have formed an (organization lo buy for Raton and will drive from there to
in
home
connect
district
each
the
or
A wery pretty wedding was solemnspend the winter with their son, Gale
Us life. The army Is free from this ed to
Hotetein Dairy Cows from the Salt California where they will spend the
Sunday
school
the
received an Kidd
and visit old
They have
River Valley, Ariwma, They are et winter and return with warm weathet ized at the Chapel of the Church of causeless precedent, for the rank of additional
d
treat and Lib 'ved here for overfriends.
12 years and are
mountain bred stock gad the cot to te finish the work he has here. The St. George in Roy, Monday, uniting Held marshal which Is the milllary erty S. S. sent a
ot
bucket
Roy
the lives of Misa Josefita Martinez and equivalent to
the famer is ?100 to 150, for the bank building was his last job in
rani; of admiral of treat to the Albuquerque Children's among the first homesteaders on this
Jose L, Sanchez in wedlock. A num- Che fleet was, the
nesa. They have made good here and
best cows, $60 to $90, for heifers and UH spring.
of course, held during Home.
ber of friends of the young people (lie
$25 to $3,for calves.' The Hoisted
by both Lord French end Sir ' Mrs. James Christman, who has expect to come back after their visit
war
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are witnessed the ceremony and partook Douglas Halg.
and make this their permanent home.
is having a run of popularity all over
been ill the past month is convalesc- The
trying
to round up a joint installation of the hospitality and festivities folwishes them all the pleasnre-frostate.
the
.:
."
,
ing.
...
of officers early ia January when they lowing. Both young people are well
their visit which they anticipate.
L. A. Canon and family spent the
Someone Is Lying.
cm get to it. Both lodges are prosper- and favorably known in Roy. The
FEDERAL FARM LOAN
Excerpt of n conversation between holidays visiting the Leonard Shelton
ing and looking forward to increased bride is the second daughter of Mra.
Cole Weir (ame up from his home
Eduvígen B. Martinez who tries to Jim Nelll and , his brother'VJuleer,'' home at Dawson.
stead at DaviJ, N. M., Monday to atThe local organization of the Fed- membership and interest this term.
The Mitchell family enjoyed a fam- tend to his
tell us she is sorry her daughters are Pike Ewing of the C. R. yard. "The
final proof matters on his
eral Farm Loan will hold it annual
hav nense enough to ily reunion at the Hugh Mitchell home claim.
Mrs. R. D. Purcell, of route A Roy, so charming that she cannot keep them foot- '
meeting to elect officers and transact
Day.
present
Christmas
Those
shoulwere
go
winof
on
.let
the bar he had
his
the coming yeai This is the second to marry this
Other business of importance at the will read the
L.
Henry
Mitchell, C.
The editor and wife drove to French
comparatively newcomers ter. The groom is a son of Francisco der when he felt the floor dropping Mr. and Mrs.
office of the Secretary in Roy, on Tues They are
away from his feet and, of course, Justice .and family of Roy. Barney Christmas day and visited Mrs.
's
day afternoon, January 13, 1920, at here and we are glad to welcome them Sanchez, well known ranchman of Roy
sister, Mrs. S. E. Pelphrey, and
He was a soldier in France and saw when the old maguey added the bni Mitchell and family, Hugh Mitchell
to our line of regulars.
t
two o'clock.
service in the trenches in many bat- to the under side of the "píate "ft waS iind family, Mr, Nelson, Dallas and family, coming home Friday. It was
All members of the organization
splendid trip, ideal weather, and
Sons,
name
C.
the
is
tles, escaping without a scratch, and carrying down the shop, the kid went Raymond Christman.
Anderson's
E.
The
meeting.
are urged to attend this
Mrs. Ocie Canon and children spent good roads. The new flour mill at
They have purchased both physically and morally a high with it.
The worst of It' was the
local has had a good year and has of the new firm.
rnneman couldn't turn off the Juice the holidays with her sister in Den French started up last week at its cabrought much money to the farmers three more lots adjoining their new type of American young manhood.
Baile in the evening kept and release the kid without dropping ver.
pacity of 50 barrels per day. It is
town well and now
grand
by
A
the
location
the
to
much
added
and
vicinity
of this
Miss Ada Woodward of Kephart, a "Midget" outfit and looks like the
prosperity of the community. It can have seven lots on which to build their many friends until well on to the next the plate oi top of him at the same
was the guest of Misses Bessie anO real thing for any community as they
'celebrating the wedding. The time, so "
and will do as well or better the com- new Garage and machine shop Their morning
one of many friends who
to- father has written them that he might
is
but
"1 s'pose they had to let the kid' Minnie Woodward during the holidays do custom grinding and market their
part
your
do
will
you
if
year
ing
Remember we have Sunday school product at home without adding the
consider coming back and putting in wish them the realization of their hnng there and starve, huh V Heve
ward maintaining it.
each Sabbath, We need your heln.
;maginary transportation charges.
fondest dreams.
Together.
with them in the enterprise.
F. H. FOSTER, Secretary.
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THE
June 1 Rhine republic proclaimed In various cities, with Dr. Hans A. Dorten at
Its head.
June 2 Peace terms presented to Austria's delegates.
June 6 U. 8. Senate adopted resolution
asking hearing by peace congress for
"free Ireland" representatives.
June 16 Allies' reply to German
and tiiial draft of treaty
handed to Germans and seven days allowed them to sign.
.
Jpne IK President Wilson visited the
ruins of Belgium.
Russian cruisers Oleg and Slava sunk
by British warships.
June
cabinet resigned, being
refused a vote of confidence.
20
June
German government decided to
sign peace treaty and the Scheidemann
cabinet resigned.
June 21 Gustuv Bauer formed new German cabinet.
Surrendered Gorman warships at Scapa
Flow nearly all sunk by their crews.
Francesco Nltti made premier of Italy.
June 22 German national assembly voted to sign treaty. Allies refused any further modification of terms.
June 23 crinan government officially
agreed to sign the treaty.
June 25 Bloody rioting In Berlin and
Hamburg.
June 26 Allies rejected appeal against
dismemberment of Turkey.
treaty with Germnny
June
signed at Versailles, only the Chinese delegates refusing to sign.
Warfare between Germans and Poles
ceased.
June 29 President Wilson sailed from
France.
July 8 President Wilson arrived at New
York on George Washington.
d
July 9 German national assembly
pence treaty by vote of 208 to 115.
notification of ratificaJuly
tion of peace treaty by German assembly
given peace conference at Versailles.
July
between United States
and Germany ordered resumed by state
Washington.
department at
July 13 Enver Pasha, Talaat Bey and
DJemal Pasha, leaders of Turkish government during war, condemned to death
by Turkish court martial.
July 14 Victory parade in Paris marked
Bastille day.
July 1! Great victory parade In London.
July 20 Completed text of treaty with
Austria handed to delegates from Vienna.
"Terror troops" reported In control of
Budapest. Belli Kiln ousted.
July 21 British house of commons passed
pact.
peace treaty and
n
July 29 President Wilson sent
treaty to the senate.
July 31 Polish parliament ratified treutv

Chronology

counter-pro-

of the Year 1919
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WAR AND PEACE
Jan. 2 President Wilson arrived In
Italy.
British landed troops in Riga, I.lbau
and Windnu tu combat the bolshevikl.
.tan. 3 President tVllson received In
Koine.

Hoover made head of International relief organization.
Poles In rul possession of Posen.
Jan. 4 New
government formed at Belgrade,
ttolshevikl captured Riga.
Jan. 6 Civil war between government
forces and the Spartacans broke out In
Berlin; the latter captured the Spaudau
arsenal.
Jan. 7 President Wilson returned to
Paris.
Uerlln rioters forced Gen. Harries to
haul down the American I In tí.
K.bert faction on top in Berlin after severe street lighting.
Jan. 9 Independent socialists set up new
government in Uerlln.
Jan. 10 Republic proclaimed In Luxemburg, but suppressed ,at once by the
French.
Jan. 11 Socialist republic proclulmed In
Bremen.
Count Karolyl made president of Hungarian republic.
Jan. 12 Supreme council of peace congress held Its first meeting in Paris.
Spaitacana defeated in Berlin.
Spartacans gained control oí Constance,
Itaden.
Jan. 13 Many Spartacans executed In
I

rntt-tle-

Uerlln.

Anglo-Frenc-

Jan.
Grand Duchess Marie
emburg abdicated and was succeeded by
her sister Charlotte.
Jan. lt Karl Llebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg killed In Berlin.
Jan. 17
broke out In
Petrograd and bolslievikl began retreat
eastward from Esthonia.
Armistice granted Germany extended
one month.
peace congress forJan.
mally opened.
.tan. 19 Bolshevists captured Kiev.
Polish coalition, cabinet formed by
of Lux-

16

Counter-revolutio-

h

Franco-America-

with Germany.
Aug. 1 Socialists seized control in Hungary and Bela Kun and his communist

n

government fled.
Aug. 4 Roumanian troops entered Budapest.
Aug. 6 Austrian delegates made counter peace proposals.
Socialist government of Hungary overthrown and Archduke Joseph put In
power as governor, supported by entente.
Aug. ID Six bolshevik
battalions destroyed at battle on the Dvina.
17
Aug.
Four bnlshevist vessels sunk
by British tieet In Gulf of Finland.
Bolshevikl driven out of Odessa by

Cernían elections resulted generally favorably to the majority socialists.
Jan. 20 White Russia proclaimed its
union with the Russian soviet republic.
Jan. 22 Allied supreme council asked
Aug. 22 Archduke Joseph resigned as
Russian factions to send representative
to conference at the Princes' islands. Sea head of Hungarian government.
Aug. 25 Two V. 8. regiments ordered
of Marmora,
Jan. 25 American troops forced to re- from U. S. to Silesia.
Sept. 1 General
Pershing sailed for
treat from 8henkursk, northern Russia.
Peace conference adopted plan for home.
In
Iague of Rations.
Munich.
law
Martial
Sept.
Czecha captured Oderburg from the
peace terms handed to
Poles.
Austria.
Sept. 3 Supreme council ordered RouJan. 26 President Wilson visited the
Chateau Thierry and Reims regions.
manians to quit Hungary and restore loot,
Keb.
Sept. 6 Austrian national assembly votPlan of giving German colonies
to allied countries as mandatories of ed to sign peace treaty, under protest.
ieague of Nations adopted by supreme
Supreme council awarded Spltzbergen
to Norway.
council.
Peo. 4 Fighting between Czechs and
Sept. 10 Dr. Karl Renner signed the
i'file slopped by order of supreme council. peace treaty for Austria.
Peace treaty reported to U. S. senate
Americans defeated bolslievikl at Vistav-kwith suggested amendments and reservanorthern Russia,
German government troops bombarded tions.
Sept. 12 Bolslievikl announced capture
Bremen and ejected the Spartacans.
Keb. 6 German national
assembly of Kolchak's southern army, 45,(1(10 men,
opened In Weimar.
D'Annunzio at head of Italian troops
Feb. 8 Russlun anarchists
evacuated seized Flume; other troops, ordered to
Vltna,
disarm his men, mutinied. .
Sept. 15 China decreed separate peace
Keb.
Polish constitutional assembly
met in Warsaw.,
with Germany.
Sept. 19 Peace treaty handed to BulgaKeb.
Ebert elected president of German republic and Philipp rian delegates.
Sept. 22 Italians ousted from Trau by
made premier.
Keb.
revolt In Rnumanla; American marines, who turned town over
King Ferdinand slightly wounded.
to
Sept.
Keb,
Peace conference ordered ultiDraft of League of Nations
plan completed and adopted by commis- matum to Germany on evacuation of
sion.
Lithuania by Von der Goltz' troops.
Gen. Denlklne'
army
Italians and Serbs fought In
Oct
200 killed.
reached the Caspian after heating
army and taking 31.OU0 prisoners.
Russian northwestern army began ofKeb. 10 President YVilson sailed for fensive against bolslievikl.
Oct. 2 Fall amendments, to peace treaty
home.
Keb. IB Germans accepted new terms rejected by the senate.
for renewal of armistice, under protest.
French chamber of deputies ratified
Keb. lfl Premier Clemenceau shot In peace treaty and treaties with America
shoulder by an anarchist.
and Great Britain.
Governments of Siberia Archangel and
Ort 6 Bolslievikl evacuated Dvlnsk
.Southern Russia formally rejected the after great defeat.
proposal for conference at Princes' Islands.
Peace treaties ratified by Italy by royal
Keb. 21 Premier Kurt Eisner and sevdecree.
Oct. 8 Germans and Russians attacked
eral other members of the Bavarian gov.
Riga.
rnment assassinated,
Oct. 10 King George signed British ratFeb. 24 President Wilson landed In Boston and spoke In behalf of League of Naification of German treaty.
n
plan
Oct. 11 Part of Riga taken by
tions
March 5 President Wilson sailed for
force and Letts landed at Libau
counter-attacfor
Paris.
-- Many Spartacans summarily
March
France ratified the German treaty.
Oct. 13
of Nations officially
executed In Berlin after bloody battles
March 13 President Wilson landed In brought into being.
Oct. 15 General Denlklne announced capFrance.
March 19 Ukrainians captured Lemberg ture of Orel and other victories over bolslievikl.
from Poles.
Oot. 16 Russian northwest army took
'March 22 Count Karolyl, head of provisional
government of Hungary, rePskov and Tsarskoe Selo.
signed, and new government proclaimed
Oct. 17 Kronstadt taken by British fleet.
Oct. 23 Bolshevikl recaptured Tsarskoe
ulldarlty and armed alliance with the
Selo and Krasnoe Selo from White army.
Russian soviet government.
Oct. 25 Reverses for Denlklne and
March 25 British Secretary
of War
reported.
Churchill announced Egypt was In a vir26 White army resumed advance on
Oct.
tual state of insurrection.
March 31 General strikes and fatal riots Petrograd.
Nov. 3 Bolshevikl recaptured Gatchlna
4n Berlin and other German cities.
April
Several hundreds killed in from YudeniUh.
Nov. 7 Lodge preamble to treaty ratifitrlke riots In Frankfort-Apri- l
4 Soviet government
established cation adopted by senate. 48 to 40.
Supreme council ordered Roumanian
In Munich
Antanas 8metonas elected president of trootis out of Hungary at once.
Nov. 13 Senate adopted reservation to
Lithuanian republic.
April 7 Ukrainian soviet troops captured Article X of league covenant.
Nov. 14 D Annunzlo seized Zara, DalOdessa.
General, strike In Magdeburg, followed matian
Nov. 15 Ten drastic reservations to
by riots.
April 9 Government troops regained treaty adopted by senate.
General Yudenltch retreated to Estho- possession of Magdeburg and Essen.
April 10 Geneva, Switzerland, chosen as nian border and resigned command of
Russian Northwest army.
seat of League of Nations.
Bolshevists captured Omsk.
American engineers reached Murmansk.Nov, 19 Senate rejected ratification of
April lf Gen. Halter's Polish divisions
treaty with and without reservations.
teft France for Poland.
Nov. 21 Lettish troops captured Mitau
April IS Iibau seized by German troops
army.
from German-Rus- s
and Lettish, provisional government " overNov. 27 Treaty of peace with Bulgaria
thrown.
signed.
17
April
First bolshevik army, on the
Dec. 7 Russian bolshevikl offered terms.
Prlpet, surrendered to Ukrainians.
April IS Soldiers' council took control of peace to Esthonta.
Dec. 8 supreme council warned Ger.
of Vienna.
many that utiles would denounce armisApril lit Reds put to rout In Vienna.
April 20 F.vacuatlon of Sebastopol by tice If protocol were not signed.
Dec. 12 Bolshevikl raptured Kharkov,
allies announced.
Denlklne's base in southern Russia.
April 21 Victory loan campaign' opened
Dec 14 Agreement reached bv Eneland.
In V S.
France and Italy that Italy shall have
Ukrainians took Kiev from bolshevik!.
April 24 President Wilson declared Italy Flume; D'Annunzlo to hand city over to
could not have Flume, and the Italian regulars.
Dec. 17 Bolshevikl announced capture
delegates abandoned the peace conferof Kleff and Kuplansk,
ence
Dec. 18 German delegates declared GerIt
would not recognize
Mexico declared
(lie Monroe doctrine, and withdrew Its many could not deliver the 400,000 tons of
and dock material demanded In
harbor
minister to France.
April 2H league of Nations covenant reparation for sinking of interned warships
at Scapa Flow.
onanlmously adopted by peace confer- -'
Objections by D'Annunzln's troops
once
peace envoys reached blocked the turning over of Flume to the
April
Italian regulars.
Versailles.
David Lloyd George announced the al
April 30 Peace council decided dispute
would make peace with Turkey wlla.
lies
In
Japan's favor.
over
out waiting longer for America.
May 2 Most of Munich taken by government troops.
Lloyd George and CleMay
menceau Invited Italy to return to peace
to give her Flume
promising
Jan. 2 Michigan legislature ratified
conference,
constitutional amendment.
after two years.HungarianJan. ,7 Legislatures of Ohio, Oklahoma
Surrender of
soviet governand Colorado ratinea the prohibition
ment announced.
Mav 6 Complete peace treaty adopted umnnriment
Supreme court declared constitutional
bv allied delegates.
recognized Independence
the act forbidding shipment of liquor into
Great Britain
territory.
dry
of Finland.
Jan, 8 Berger, Kruse, Germer, Engdahl
Chinese cabinet Instructed Chinese
peace
treaty.
sign
and Tucker Socialists, convicted in Chi
not to
treaty handed to German cairo of sedition and disloyalty.
Mav
Tennessee, Idaho and Maine legislatures
delegates.
1. S. recognized government of Finland.
ratllied prohibition amendment.
Jan. 9 West Virginia ratified prohibiMay 14 Austrian peace delegates artion amendment.
rived at St. Germain.
Attorney General Gregory resigned, efMay IS Greek troops occupied Smyrna
fective March 4.
after fighting.
14 Prohibition amendment ratified
governJan.
i(;New
Mav
by Illinois, Alabama, Arkansas, Califorment of Hungary set up at Arnad.
nia, Indiana, Kansas and North Carolina.
May is British ships dereated bolshevik
Jan. ID Iowa, Utah, Colorado, Oregon
fleet In Gulf of Finland
New Hampshire ratified dry amendMay 21 German delegates given exten- and
to terms. ment.
sion of time to May 29 to reply
16 Nebraska
ratified prohibition
peace
terms
Jan.
reply
to
Mav
amendment, making the
submitted.
necessary,
ana Missouri and
majority
Mav 31 British warships defeated
Wyoming louoweo.
licet In the Baltic.
Denl-kln-

e.

a,

,

Jugo-Slav-

s.

1.1

1

Spa-lat- o;

Ruaso-Germn-

Kol-cha- k

1

.

,.

Klau-Cha-

Forty-siI. W. W.'s convicted of conspiracy in Sacramento, Cal.
Jan. 17 Wisconsin and Minnesota ratified prohibition amendment.
Jan. 21 Nevada ratiiled prohibition
amendment.
Jan. 29 State department proclaimed
ratification of prohibition amendment and
set Jan. 16. 1920, aa date when It la effecx

tive.

Feb. 10 Suffrage amendment beaten In
senate by one vote.
Keb. 18 Berger, Kruse, Germer, Engdahl and Tucker, socialists, sentenced to
20 years' Imprisonment for violating espionage act.
Feb. 26 New revenue law, signed by
president went into effect
Feb. 27- -H.
C. Wallace,
Tacoma,
ambassador to France.
A. Mitchell Palmer made attorney
March 1 Norman flnncnrwl ronde minis
ter to Denmark.
mnrcn a Victory loan bill passed ly
senate.
March 4 Congress ndlnurned sine die.
Aoril 7 ThnmsiB Vul..n Uuun umliUHuu.
dor to Italy, resigned.
prn ib Hugh Gibson appointed tlrst
U. 8. Minister to Poland.
April 2! PoHtttinHiMi.janirnl Riirlpsnn
directed return of cable companies to prl- uwnersnip May ü.
April 30 Plot to kilt mnnv nromlnent
Americans with mailed bombs uncovered.
winy i May day riots In many cities.
May 7 President called extra session of
congress tor May 19.
May 19 Soevtnl
session of ennrress
opened; Gillett elected speaker.
Frederick Ulllett elected speaker of next
house.
May 20 President Wilson's cabled mes
sage read to congress.
May 21 House adopted woman suffrage
constitutional amendment resolution.
May 2i Dr. Lvnn llaroirl llnuirh elected
president of Northwestern university.
June 2 Anarchist plot to destrov homes
of law enforcement officials in eight eastern cities attempted. Two persons killed.
June 4 Senate adopted woman suffrage
constitutional amendment resolution.
June 6 Postmaster (ieneral Burleson
surrendered operation of telegraph and
leieimuue systems to tne companies.
June 10 Legislatures of Illinois. Wis
consin and Michigan ratified woman suf- irage amendment
July 1 Wurtime emerirencv nrohlbltion
law went Into effect.
July 11 Federal trade commission re
ported to President that packers planned
complete control of ail foodstuffs.
July 12 President Wilson vetoed agri
cultural bill because of Its provision re
peating nayngnt saving law.
July 13 President A. C. Townlev nnd
Joseph Gilbert of Nonpartisan league of
North Dakota found guilty by Jury at
Jackson, Minn., of conspiracy to teach
aisioyauy.
July 21 Race riots In Washington, four
persons killed.
July 27 Race rots In Chlcaao: two
killed, many hurt.
July 28 Chicago race war spread: 36 in
all were killed and hundreds hurt.
July JO State trooos in action to aue II
Chicago race riots.
July ,il Government rellnrjulshed con
trol of the telegraph and telephone sys
tems.
Aug. 1 Congress reDealed davllirht-sav- ing law.
Aug. 6 President Wilson ordered e vil
and criminal proceedings against the "Big
r ive packers.
Aug. 8 President Wilson addressed congress on high cost of living.
Aug. 14 Henry Ford won libel suit
against Chicago Tribune, with nominal
damages.
Aug. 15 President Wilson vetoed the
daylight-savinrepeal act.
Aug. 20 Daylight-savin- g
repeal bill
passed over president's veto.
A. Mitchell Palmer confirmed by senate
a U, 8. attorney general.
Sept. 2 BUI to make Pershinr sreneral
for life passed by congress.
Sept. 3 President Wilson started on
speaking tour of country.
Sept. 4 Pershing nominated general and
confirmed by senate.
Sept. 6 Secretary of Commerce Redfield
resigned, effective Oct. 3L
Prohibition enforcement bill passed by
senate.
Sept. 6 Charles M. Galloway resigned
as federal civil service commissioner, and
attacked postmaster General Burleson.
Sent. 7 Great fake stock swindle J Jot
bared by arrests in Chicago.
Five hundred convicts at Pontlac. III..
revolted and killed a guard.
Sept. 8 General Pershing landed at
New York and was given great reception
and commissioned general for life.
Sept. 9 Cardinal Mercler of Belgium
landed at New York.
Sept. 12 Col. J. r. Bell. Brook yn. elect
ed commander-tn-rhle- f
of the G. A. R.
Sept. 18 Thanks of congress given to
General Pershing.
Sent. 26 President Wilson's tr d ended
g

-

dele-gal-

1

three-fourt-

ik

June ! Toronto strike called off.
June 6 Commercial telegraphers' union
members In southeast struck.
June 8 Detroit carmen struck.
June 10 General strike of telegraph operators started.
June 22 Gompers
president
of A. F. of L.
23
June
A. F. of L. declared for
Week for all crafts and U. S. employees.
July IS Building Employers' association
of Chicago locked out 2O0.0O9 employees
because of carpenters' strike.
Boston street car men on strike.
July 28 Strike ef Atlantic coast ship
workers ended.
July 29 Chicago surface and elevated
car men struck
July
of London and English
provinces called on strike, but few responded.
Aug. 1 Chicago street car strike ended
by compromise.
Railroad shop workers of 11. S. struck.
Aug, 6 Brooklyn Rapid Transit work

ers struck.
Fourteen railroad unions demanded in
creased wages.
Aug. 7 Actors on strike in New York.
Aug. 13 Actors' strike spread to Chi

'
cago.
Aug. 14 Railway shopmen voted to return to work
Aug. 24 Pacific coast railways tied' up
by strike.
Aug. 25 President Wilson granted
cent an hour raise to railway shopmen
and Issued explanatory statement to public, calling for Industrial truce.
Aug. 2b Railway shopmen s committee
rejected President Wilson's offer and ordered vote on strike by the men.
Aug. rj t'aciftc coast
railway men
voted to call off strike.
Sept. b Actors won their strike.
Sept. 9 Three strikers killed In riots
in Hammond, Ind.
Unionized police of Boston struck.
Sept. 10 State troops called to Boston:
seven persons killed In riots.

steel workers committee called strike
for September 22 against United States
Steel corporation.
Sept. 19 Carpenters' strike in Chicago
dlsliii-ended by victory for union.
oept. 22 i treat strike of steel workers
begun.
Two killed and several hurt in
riots In Pittsburgh region.
Sept. 27 British railway men struck.
Sept. 29 Strike begun in Bethlehem sleel
works.
Oct. 1 Lockout and strike in printing
trade In New York: maiiv oublications
suspended.
Oct. ft Serious strike

riots in Gary, Ind.
British rail workers' strike ended by
compromise.
Oct. 6 rederal troops sent to Garv and
martial law proclaimed In Gary. East
Chicago and Indiana Harbor.
industrial conference ooened in Wash
ington.
Oct.

10

New York harbor

Oct.

14

Nation-wid- e

strikes.

miners ordered

tied un bv

strike of soft

for, Noy. 1.
New York harbor
called
strike
oft.
Oct. 22 Labor bloc withdrew

Oct.

15

coal

workers
from

In

dustrial conference because Its resolution
on. collective) bargaining was rejected.
wet. 24 industrial conference dissolved.
Miners rejected all offers of comuro- mlse
Oct. 28 International congress of work
ing women opened In Washington.
International labor conference opened
In Washington.
Oct. 31 Government obtained injunction
against the coal strike.
Nov, 1 Strike of soft coal miners be
gan.
Nov. 8 Federal Judge Anderson ordered
mine leaders to call off strike by Nov. 11.
Nov. U Miners' union officials canceled
the strike order.
Nov. 23 New York Drinters voted to
abandon strike.
Nov. 27 Government's efforts to end
coal strike by negotiation failed, miners
rejecting offer of 14 per cent increase In
wages.
Dec. 1 War time coal order renewed bv
Fuel Administrator Garfield.
New Industrial conference opened in
Washington.
Dec. 2 General strike in Rome, Milan
and Florence, Italy.
Dec. 8 Fuel Director Garfield issued
drastic orders for conservation of coal.
Dec. 9 Compromise offer from President Wilson presented to miners' officials.
Dec.

10 Miners accepted
President Wilson's offer of 14 per Cent Wfige Increase
and commission to determine scsle and
conditions for future, and called off their
strike.
Dec. 13 Ijoridon tailoring contractors
and garment workers struck.

FOREIGN

a.

MEXICO

war-tim-

INDUSTRIAL
Jan.

9

Great strike of marine workers

of New York begun.
Bloody battles between strikers and
trooos In Buenos Aires.
Jan. 12 New York strike ended pending
arbitration oy war lauur ouaru.
Jan. 13 General strike in Lima and
Callao. Peru.
Jan. 31 Great strike in England, Scot-

land and Ireland.
Feb. 4 Building Trades Employers' as
sociation declared a lockout In New .York.
Feb. 6 General strike in Seattle to support striking shipbuilders.
general strike called
Feb.
off.
4
workers
Marine
at New York
March
struck again.
England
telephone
15
New
April
work,
ers struck.
ew
England ,phone strike
April
settled.
May 14 Chicago milk drivers struck.
general strike In Wlnm- May
reat

milk wagon drivers
strike called (n Calgary
and Edmonton, Canada.
May 29 General strike In Toiunio,
May
won tneir siriae.
May

Nov. 26 Mexico rejected the l 8. request for the release of Jenkins.
Gen. Felipe Angeles executed.
Nov. 30 Secretary Lansing sent rejoinder to Mexico's defiant note, repeating request for Jenkins' release.
Dec. 4 Consular Agent Jenkins released

Feb. 8 Prof. E. C. Pickering, director of
Harvard observatory.
Feb. 5 Rudolf Aronson, light opera composer and producer, In New York.
Keb, 9 Bessie Abbott, operatic prima
donna,
Feb. 17 Sir Wilfrid Laurler, former premier of Canada,
on ball.
Keb. Í8 Gen. Baron T. Fukushima,
Decy 8 President Wilson asked senate
noted Japanese soldier.
to leíve Mexican matter to him.
Feb. 21 Dr. Mary Walker, pioneer sufDec 16 Mexico replied to U. 8. that
Jenkins case was closed by his release, fragist,p. in Washington.
W.
Borland, congressman trom Misand refused to drop, the proceedings
souri, in France.
against him.
Feb. 24 Julian Btory, American artist.
Feb. 27 Former U. 8. Senator G. F. Edmunds of Vermont.
Robert Harris Canadian artist.
March 2 Charles E. Van Loan, author.
April
E. F. White made first
W, R, Burt. lumber magnate, at Saginonstop flight from Chicago to New York.
naw,- Mich.
May 15 Air mall service between ChiMarch 2 James Wltheycombe, governor
cago and Cleveland established.
May 16 Three American naval planes of Oregon.
March 6 Hilary A. Herbert, former ec- started transatlantic flight from Newretary of the navy.
foundland. .
March 11 Amelia E. Barr, author. In
May 17 American
naval plane NC4
reached the Azores: NC3 landed on water, New York.
March 14 Roger A. Pryor, in New Tork.
crew rescued; NCI landed on water, "tax-led- "
March 17 Kenvon Cox. noted artist in
205 miles and reached Ponta Delgada,
New York.
Azores.
March 23 Henry M. Blossom, musical
May 18 Hawker and Grieve started aiN
comedy writer, in New York.
plane flight from Newfoundland to IreMarch 2ft Fred M. Hall, veteran jourland; landed on water 1,100 miles out and
nalist, in Chicago.
Were picked up by steamer.
George Fort, assistant treasurer of the
May 24 Lieutenant Roget made nonstop
U. 8.
flight from Paris to Kenltra, Morocco,
April 8 F. W. Woolworth. originator of
1.138 miles.
Muy 27 U.S. navy plane NCI flew from five and ten cent stores.
Lew Shaw, famous billiard player.
the Azores to Lisbon, thus completing
April 9 Sidney Drew. American come
the first transatlantic flight.
dian.
Air mall service between Paris and
April 13 Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst In ban
Switzerland started.
May 28 Adjutant Cásale. French avia, Francisco.
April 16 Former Ambassador Robert 8.
tor, ascended 31,000 feet, world record for
McCormick of Chicago.
altitude.
Henry Morse Stephens, educator ana
May 30 NC4 left Lisbon, stopped twice
in San Francisco.
and arrived at Plymouth, England, next author,
Miss June Delano, Red Cross Nursing
day.
Capt. John Alcock and TJeut. director, in France.
June
April 17 Dr. J. Cleveland Cady. noted
Arthur W. Brown of England made first architect,
In New York.
nonstop flight across Atlantic, from New
18 Harlow
April
N. Hlglnbotnam of
Foundlnnd
to Ireland In Vlckers-Vlm- y
Chicago.
plane in 16 hours 12 minutes.
21
April
Jules Vedrines. famous French
July
dirigible R34 started
aviator.
from Scotland for the United States.
Verner Z. Reed, western oil magnate.
July 6 R34 reached Mineóla, L. I., comApril 27 Imre Klratiy. pageant and
pleting trip In 1(H) hours.
England.
July
dirigible R34 sailed from spectacle28 producer, at Brighton,
April
Afbert Estoplnat, congressman
Mineóla, L. I., on return trip to Scotland.
in New Orleans.
July
dirigible R34 arrived at from Louisiana,
May 1 Joseph W. Jefferson, American
Pulhsm, England, from Mineóla, L. I.,
having made homeward voyage In 74 actor. Hinds, parliamentarian,
in Wash?
Asher
hours 56 minutes.
Sept. 18 Roland Rohlfs made world's lngton.
11
Chauncey
Rear Admiral
Thom
Mav
altitude record, 36.610 feet, from Mineóla.
U. S. N.
Oct. 8
race started from as,May
14J. Heinz of Pittsburgh.
Mineóla and 8an Francisco. Two aviators
Helen Hyde, American artist.
killed at Salt Lake City and one at DeMay IS Will J. Davis, veteran theatri
posit, N. Y.
manager, in Chicago.
cal
Oct,
Fourth aviator killed In
or
Mav 17 General Zelaya.
race.
Nicaragua,
in New York,
Oct.
aviator killed.
19 David
May
H.
Greer,
Protestant
11
Oct.
Lieut. B. W. Maynard won east Episcopal bishop of New York.
to west part of airplane race.
George P. Upton, noted writer on mu
Oct. 15 Two more contestants In transsic, In Chicago.
continental race killed In Utah.
May 20 Congressman c. C. van Dyke
Oct. 23 Lieut. Alexander Pearson deof St Paul, Minn., commander in chief
clared winner of transcontinental race.
of
United Spanish War Veterans.
Dec. 10 Capt. noss Smith completed
June 6 Frederick Thompson, noted the
airplane flight from England to Port Daratrical manager, in New York.
win, Australia, winning prize of $50,000.
June 10 Former U. 8. 8enator John C.
Dec. 19 Capt. Sir John Alcock, first
Bpooner of Wisconsin.
transatlantic nonstop flyer, killed by acci12 Former Congressman Jame
A.
June
dent in France.
Tawney of Minnesota.
June 14 Weedon Grossmlth, British actor and artist
Ernest Lister, governor of Washington.
July 2 Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, veteran
n
Jan. 8 Kieckhefer defended
suffragist,
at Moylan. Pa.
title, defeating- Maupome.
Lemuel Ely Wuigg. in
n
Feb. 15 De Oro won
title New
York.
from Kieckhefer.
8
July
John
Fox.
Jr.. novelist, at Big
n
3
May
Cannefax won
Stone Gap. Va.
title from De Oro.
12
Muller, orientalist,
W.
Dr.
Max
July
31
May
Indianapolis
auto race
won by Wilcox In a Peugeot Three men professor of Egyptology at University of
Pennsylvania.
killed.
Charles Kock, Kngiisn actor.
June 7 Michigan won Western IntercolAlbert Vlckers. England's greatest man
legiate conference athletic meet
of steel products and airplanes,
ufacturer
12
Hagen
won
Walter
June
national
at Eastbourne.
open golf championship.
Slr
July
Edward II. Holden. noted
4
Dempsey
July
knocked out Willard
financier.
In
third round, winning heavyweight British
George
H.
famous minstrel.
Primrose,
championship.
July 24 La Verne W. Noyes. Chicago
July 25 Jim Barnes retained Western
Inventor
and philanthropist
manufacturer.
open golf championship.
July 25 Ellas Greenebaum. noted Chica
July 30 Canadian open golf champion97.
aged
go
banker,
ship won by Douglas Edgar of Atlanta,
July 26 sir Edward J. Foynter. presi
Ga., with 278 strokes, new competitive recdent of Royal academy.
ord for 72 holes.
July 29 George A. storey, famous paint
Aug. -F.
S. Wright of Buffalo, N. T.,
er, in London.
won amateur championship at single tarAug. 1 Oscar Hammerateln. opera Im
gets and Nick Arle of Menard, Tex., the
presario, In New York.
title at doubles.
7 Will N. Harben, American
auAug.
Aug. 15 G. W; Lorlmer, Troy, O., won
thor.
grand American handicap at Chicago.
("Gas")
E.
J.
Addlcks. Delaware finan
Aug. 23 Davidson Herrón, Pittsburgh,
won national amateur golf championship. cier.
Aug. s Ralph Biakeiock, American arPerry Flak, De Kaib, 111.,
.Aug.
won womens' western golf championship. tist.
Aug. 9 Rucglero Leoncavallo, composer.
Sept. 4 William M. Johnston, San Francisco, won national tennis championship. at Rome.
Prof. Ernst Haeckel. at Jena
Sept. 16 Cincinnati Reds won National
Aug. 11 Andrew Carnegie, at Lenox,
league pennant.
Mass.
Sept. 24 Chicago White Sox won Ameri16 Frederick
Aug.
Layton, veteran
can league pennant
at Milwaukee.
Oct 9 Cincinnati Reds won world's packer,
Glasgow.
Inverclyde.
at
Baron
champlonshln.
Aug. 28 Gen. Louis Botha, premier of
Hoppe retained
Oct.
South Africa.
line championship.
Sept. 3 Budd Doble, famous driver of
n
Nov. 19 R. L. Cannefax won
harness horses, at Los Angeles.
championship.
Sent. 6 Admiral Baron Beresford of
Nov. 22 University of Illinois won football championship of western conference. England.
W. Osborne, noted criminal lawJames
Dec. 6 Jack Sharkey defeated Jimmy yer.
In New York.
Wilde of England In Milwaukee.
8
Duncan C. Ross, famous swordsSept.
Dec. 12 Ralph Greenleaf won pocket
man and wrestler, In Baltimore.
billiard championship of United States.
9
John Mitchell, former president
Sept.
Dec. 17 Harvard's executive committee
Mine Workers.
of the board of control approved new United
Belgian
operatic
F.lol Sylva,
noted
football committee from which Walter singer.
Camp was omitted.
Sept. 12 Leonid Andreef, Russian author.
Sept. 13 Arthur M. Beaupre. former
U. 8. minister to Colombia, In Chicago.
Sept 18 Congressman J. B, Thompson,
Jan. 1270 British sailors drowned when
Oklahoma:
boat was wrecked near Stornoway.
Sept. 21 T. P. Shonts, New York tracU. 8. army transport Northern Pacific
tion magnate.
aground off Fire island.
Sept. 25 Charles L. Freer, capitalist and
Jan.
killed in New York Central
art connoisseur, of Detroit
wreck at South Byron, N. Y.
John 8. Washburn of Minneapolis, big
Jan. 16 French steamer Chaprol sunk flour
miller.
by mine ih Straits of Messina; 6u0 lost,
Sept. 27 Adelina Pattl, at Penycae.
April 8 Hundred persons killed by torWales.
In
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkannadoes
Justice H. W. Bond of
Sept.
sas.
Missouri supreme court.
April 28 Large section of Yokohama de29 Rev.
Sept.
E. J. Vattman, noted
stroyed by fire.
priest and army chaplain, at ChiEarthquake in San Salvador caused Catholic
cago.
great loss of life and property.
Sept. SO Gen. Patrick Egan. pioneer
May 20 Kalut volcano, Java, In eruphome ruler and former U. 8. minister to
tion; 15,000 persons killed.

AERONAUTICS
apt.

Coast-to-coa-

-H.

coast-to-coa- st

lfth

Jan. 20 Royalist revolution broke out
In Portugal.
Jan. 21 The Irish parliament met In
Dublin and proclaimed the independence
by his Illness.
Sept. 28 Great mob In Omaha lynched of Ireland.
25 Portuguese royalists
defeated
negro prisoner, fought police, set fire to InJan.
several battles.
courthouse and almost killed Mayor U. P.
17 Portuguese
angovernment
Feb.
Smith.
nounced royalist rebellion was ended.
8ept.
Whltlock made ambas
19 Wireless
March
telephony
estabsador to Belgium.
lished between Canada snd Ireland.
Oct. 1 Five white men and eleven ne
April 13 Open rebellion in the Punab,
groes killed in race war at Elaine. Ark. India.
Oct. 2 King and queen of the Belgians
June 13 Serious anarchist riots in Zulanded in New York.
rich, Switzerland.
Oct. 20 International trade conference
July 1 Great food riots in Fori!, Italy.
opened In Atlantic City.
July 8 King Emmanuel of Italy Issued
Oct. 27 President Wilson vetoed prohidecree
that profiteers will be fined 13,000
bition enforcement bill and house reand Imprisoned and goods confiscated.
passed It.
11
Resignation of Viscount Ishll
July
Oct 28 Senate passed prohibition enas Japanese ambassador to United
forcement bill over president's veto and announced by government at Tokyo. States
it became law.
July 28 Doctor Pessoa inaugurated presFarmer's national congress opened In ident of Brazil.
Hagerstown. Md.
Aug. 6 Antonio Almeida elected presiOct 31 Secretary of Commerce Redfield
dent of Portugal.
retired from the cabinet.
Aug 8 About 80 killed In food riots in
Nov 4 Remihlicans won election In Chemnitz, Germany.
Massachusetts, New York and Kentucky
Aug. 12 Shah of Persia fled his country.
and Democrats won in New Jersey,
President Tinoco of Costa Rica fled. BaMaryland and Mississippi.
Wets won in tista Qulroz took the office.
Ohio.
Aug. 13 Viscount Grey made.? British
Nov. 7 Hundreds of Reds arrested by ambassador to America.
federal agents all over country.
Aug. 16 Suppression of Sinn Felners In
Nov. 11 I. W. W. members fired Into County Clare, Ireland, caused much fightlegion parade at Centralla. ing.
American
Wash., killing four
one of
Sept. 8 Honduras revolutionists forced
murderers lynched.
President Bertrand to flee the country.
Prince of Wales arrived in Washington.
Kinjuro Shldehara appointed Japanese
President Wilson left his bed for first ambassador to United States.
time In six weeks.
Sept. 28 Luxemburg
voted to retain
Nov. 12 Franklin D'Oller elected naGrand Duchess Charlotte as ruler.
legion.
of
American
commander
tional
Oct. 7 Norway adopted prohibition, exNov. 15 Secretary of the Treasury Carcepting wines and beer, by plebiscite.
ter Glass appointed TJ, S. senator from
Nov. 6 Grand Duchess Charlotte of
Virginia.
Luxemburg married to Prince Felix of
Bourbon-ParmNov. 18 House adjourned.
Nov. 19 Senate adjourned.
Nov. 15 Lady Astor elected member of
Nov. 29 IT. S. Senntor Newberry of British parliament.
Michigan
and 134 others Indicted for
Nov. 16 Radicals routed In French elecelection frauds.
tions.
1
Regular
Besslon
congress
of
Dec.
Nov. 26 British government proclaimed
opened.
suppression of Sinn Fein and like organWilson's message izations throughout, Ireland.
Dec. 2 President
read to congress.
Dec. 19 Assassins attempted to kill VisCongressman J. W. Alexander of Mis- count French, lord lieutenant of Ireland.
secretary
of
commerce.
souri made
Dec. 10 Republican national committee
set the convention for June 8 In Chicago.
Dee. 11 Dr. H. A. Garfield resigned as
April 16 General Blanquet, revolutionist
fuel administrator,
leader, killed in fight
Dec. 13 Senator Johnson, California,
May 29 Vllllstas proclaimed revolutionannounced his candidacy for presidency.
ary government with Gen. Felipe AnDec. 15U. 8. Supreme court upheld conas provisional president
e
prohibition art, geles
stitutionality of
June 14 Villa forces began an attacit on
Dec. 16 Senator Harding, Ohio, anJuarez.
nounced his candidacy for Republican
June 15 Several Americans in El Paso
nomination for presidency.
having been killed or wounded by shots
17
agree
Big
Vllllstas, American troops crossed
packers
to
disconfrom
Dec.
to Juarez and attacked the Villa forces.
tinue all their side lines.
June 16 American troops routed VllllsDec. 19 Victor Berger, convicted Socialto congress from Fifth Wis- tas at Juarez and returned to El Paso.
ist,
July 6 Armed Mexicans attacked and
consin district.
robbed boatload of American sailors near

u
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Tampico.
Aug. 16 British charge ordered from
Mexico by Carranza.
Aug. 17 Two American army aviators
held for ransom by Mexican bandits,
Aug. 19 U. 8. troops entered Mexico In
pursuit of bandits.
withdrawal
i Aug. 21 Carranza demanded
of U. 8. troops and President Wilson refused. Punitive expedition killed four ban-

dits.

24 Pursuit of Mexican
bandits by
troops abandoned.
29 Complete
victory of Carranza
In elections announced.
Sept.
President Carranza In address
to congress defended Mexico against accusations, denounced league of Nations
and defied Monroe Doctrine.
Sept. 2 U. 8. army aviator shot by Mexicans near Laredo, Tex
Sept. 9 Mexican government protested
against U. 8. aviators flying over Mexico.
Mexican rebel organizations appealed to
Uniled States to restore order In Mexico.
Nov. 2 Zapatistas surrendered to government forces.
Nov. 15 General Angeles, Villa's chief
aid. captured.
Nov. 19 U. 6. requested immediate release of Consular Agent Jenkins, arrested
at Puebla on charge of complicity with
bandits who kidnaped him.

Aug.

U. S.

Aug.

1
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DISASTERS

-

12- -21

hlef

May

22

Stromboli

volcano,

Sicily,

In

eruption; many lives lost
June 5 Mine explosion at Wllkesbarre
killed 83.
June 22 More than 50 persons killed by
tornado at Fergus Falls, Minn.
June 29 Vlcchlo, Italy, ruined by earthquake;, 120 killed.
8. Navy dirigible exploded
July
near Baltimore, injuring lb.
9
July
Allan line steamship Grampian
struck Iceberg off Cape Race; two killed,
two Injured.
July 21 Dirigible balloon caught fire
over Chicago and fell through roof of
bank; 13 persons killed, 25 injured.
Aug. 15 Italian cruiser Baslllcata blown
up near Tewflk, blocking Suez canal.
Japanese transport foundered; 110 lost.
Sept. 10 Hurricane did Immense damage in southern Florida and Cuba..
Sept. 14 Hundreds killed and Immense
damage by hurricane on Texas Gulf coast.
Oct. 2821 lives lost In steamship wreck
at Muskegon. Mich.
-U.

Chile, in New York.
Bept. 29 Dr. Nathaniel I. Rublnkam,
noted lecturer, In Chicago.
Oct. 1 Charles W. ("Buffalo") Jones,

famous plainsman and hunter, at Topeka,
Kan. ,
Oct. S Rt. Rev. J. C Sage, Episcopal
bishop of Salina, Kan.
Dr. Daniel B. Towner, noted evangelist,
Longwood. Mo.
Oct. 4 Philip H. McMillan,

owner Detroit Free Press.
Oct. 7 Henry Mills Alden, editor Harper's Magazine.
Don Ricardo Palma, noted Peruvian
author.
Alfred Deakln, former premier of Australia.
Oct. 8 Rr. Cyril Hopkins of University
of Illinois, at Gibraltar.
Oct. 14 Rodman Law, noted aviator, at
Greenville, 8. C.
Bishop P. J. Garrlgan of Catholic diocese of Sioux City. Iowa.
Oct. 15 Rear Admiral Richardson Clover, U. S. N., retired.
killed in ammuniDec. 17 Forty-thre- e
Oct. 18 Viscount Astor, in London.
tion plant explosion at Wilhelmshaven,
Oct 20Count V. Macchl di Célere, ItalGermany.
ian ambassador to U. 8.
Plcatny arsenal, near Dover, N. J.,
Oct 21 Alt T. Ringllng, circus owner,
blew up, loss 11.000,000.
at Dover, N. J.
Oct. 25 6lr Ernest Waterlow, noted British painter
Oct. SO Ella Wheeler Wilcox, poet and
author.
Jan. 1 David Lubln, patron of agriculNov. 1 Col. J. D. Bell, commander In
ture. In Rome.
of G. A. R.
Jan. 2 John E. Williams, noted Indus- chief
Nov. 3 Evan Lewis, former champion
trial arbitrator, at Streator, 111.
wrestler.
heavyweight
Jan. 6 Col. Theodore Roosevelt, at OyEdgar Stanton Maclay, American naval
ster Bay, N. Y.
historian.
Gen. J. Franklin Bell. U.
Jan.
Nov. 7 Huga Haase, head of German
S A., in New York.
Independent socialists.
Jan. 9 Rev. Dr. S. J. McPherson, cler
9 W E. Weyl, noted statistician,
gyman ana euueator, at Lawrenceville, In Nov.
New York.
N J.
Nov. 11 Cardinal von Hartmann, archJan. 10 Roswell M. Field, author,, at bishop of Cologne.
j.
Mornstown, r.
Nov. 12 Thomas 8. Martin, U. 8. senaJan. 12 Sir Charles Wyndham, British tor from Virginia.
actor.
Nov. 15 Maj., Henry L. Hlgglnson,
John Mason, American actor.
founder of Boston Symphony orchestra.
W. J. Onahan, prominent Catholic lay19 Florencio
Constantino, noted
Nov.
man. In Chicago.'
Spanish dramatic tenor.
Horace Fletcher, dietetics
Jan.
25 Countess Primo Magrl
(Mrs.
Nov.
expert, In Copenhagen.
Tom Thumb), at Middlehoro, Mass.
Jan. 16 Rodriguez Alves. presidentDec. 2 Henry C. Frlck, steel magnate.
elect of Brazil.
In New York.
Jan. 18 Prince John, youngest son of
Dec. SVJulian Alden Weir, American
king of England.
In New York.
artist,
Jan 22 Former U. S. Senator George
Dec. 15 Sir John Jackson, famous Brit,
T. Oliver at Pittsburgh.
engineer.
ish
civil
Jan. 25 Congressman Edward Robblns
Dec. 17 Dr. .William H. Hopkins, vetof Greensburg. Pa.
In Chicago.
educator,
eran
Jan. 27 Rear Admiral F. E. Chadwlck,
Lulgl Illlca, Italy's foremost grand opera
u. a. jn., retiree.
librettist, in Rome.
Jan. 81 Nat C. Goodwin, actor.
Dec. 18 Horatio W. Parker, American
John T. Milliken, oil and mine magnate,
composer.
at St. Louis.
Dec. 18 Cleofonte Campanlnl, director of
Feb. 2 Xavier Leroux, French operatic
Chicago Opera company.
composer.
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LONGJACES
"Cascareis" for Liver
and Bowels bring
back Smiles

Saltón Sea Now
Rapidly Receding

stant ebullition. Gusts from umie unknown subterranean source are continually finding escape through unseen
vents In the bottom.
Layer after
layer of colored pigment Is deposited.
The retreating waters have left uncovered acres of this deposit, said by experts to be fully equal to the dry
sienna and umber colors of which so

the whole torrent would sween toward
the Saltón "sink." The desert would
become an Inland sea, remaining so
tor centuries perhaps, until seme
great flood would carve out a shorter
way to the ocean. The sen would be
drained and the reclon reíanse Into

much Is Imported.'
It Is thought that the shrinkage of
the Saltón sea will continue until It
finally becomes a salt "sink" with a
pool of brackish water In the center,
unless a fresh outburst of the great
Colorado should replenish Its waters.

(Waters Are Retreating

Turn the
"
out the headache, biliousness, Indigestion, the sick,
sour stomach aijd misery-makingases
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascareis.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy liver,
clogged bowels, or an upset stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

of

"kill-Joys-

About a
Yearly.

.

at Rate

Mile

g

SETTLERS GRAB THE LAÜD

a

desert

Mud volcanoes abound tu'enr the bah.
short distance Inland. They are of
all sizes up to great mounds 16 feet
In height.
They all emit stenm. some
In a steady stream, ethers steam and
mud alternately. Many of them irive
out a sulphurous gas. At times their
roaring can be heard for miles.
More and more the sea la hoinv
visited by tourists, and during the
heated season, when 'he temperature
Is from 10 to 20 degrees cooler than
In the valley towns, dances are frequently held on an old wharf which
once served as a lnndlng place for
fishing bonts, but which has been left
high and dry by the receding waters.
Of Interest to Tourists.
Of especial Interest to the tourists
ore the bubbling "palntpots." As the
water retreats It Is In a state of con
a

Largest Area of Data Producing Land in the Country Big
Fish Cannery Planned by

Opens Up

Let Cascareis cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food ; take
Capitalists.
the excess bile from your liver and
carry out alt the constipated waste
Los Angeles, Cal. The Saltón sea,
matter and poison' In the bowels. Then In the Imperial valley,, one of the
you will feel great.
natural wonders of the West, Is conA Cascaret tonight straightens yon stantly shrinking.
At present It Is
out by morning.
They work while you about 18 miles lorg and nine miles
sleep. Adv.
wide at the greatest point During the
last Uve years the water Is said to
No Accounting for Taste.
have retreated about a mile a year,
"Did you ever fall in love with a leaving a
adobe land,
bareback rider In a circus 'when you which is eagerly seized by homesteadwere a boy?"
ers. Often their location strikes are
"No," replied Mr. Grlmpkln. "Ieo-pl- e planted far out In the water.
used to say I was a queer boy. I
The sea, which lies 169 feet below
passed up the bareback rider and the the level of
the ocean, abounds In mullovely trapeze performers in their pink let
and carp, which local and Arizona
and white tights to worship at the capitalists are. planning to utilize by
shrhie, of. a snake charmer of mature the creation of a great cannery.
years." HIrmlngham
The United States department of agriculture reports state that about the
HURRY1 YOUR HAIR
Saltón sea lies the largest area of
lund In the country
NEEDS "DANDERINE"
Geologists say the Sultou "sink," as
It once was known, In prehistoric
Gtt rid of every bit of .that ugly times has changed from desert
to sea
dandruff and stop fall.
and from sea to desert DO times or
Ing hair.
Ancient
more.
AH-zo-

.

City

of

Pressburg

Becomes Inland Sea.
Changes Character With
r"or centuries the Colorado river
Coming of New Rulers.
would flow quietly to the Gulf of California and gradually build tip a sandbar across Its mouth.
Then some
spring flood would cause a washout In
RESULT OF PEACE PARLEY
the river's bank farther north, and

Resentment Shown Over the Employment of Czechs in Government Positions Formerly Occupied by HungariansMany Are Expelled.

Peer Is a Bartender;
Has Title But No Cash.

Nt

London.

To stop falling hair at once and rid
the scalp of every particle of dandruff,

get a small bottle of "Danderlne" at
any drug or toilet counter for a few
cents, pour a little In your band and
rub well tato the scalp. After several
applications all dandruff usually goes
and hair stops coming out Every hair
in your head soon shows new life, vigor,
brightnessthickness and more color.
Adv.

A

member

the

of

It Is only on
maps that this ancient Hungarian city of Pressburg can
be located by its new name. Kuled by
nungnry for a thousand years, It
passed under the control of the new
Czechoslovaks republic by the decision of the peace conference, nnd a
large part of its inhabitants do not
take kindly to the new order of things.
Its people are domlnantly Germanic
Bratislava, Slovakia.

peerage who
,

Is a bartender, has
been found In Buckinghamshire.
He Is Sir Henry Echllnhart, now
well up In years, who presides

Czechoslovaks

over the drinks in "The Bird Iu
Hand" pub at Prince's
The family formerly
possessed estates In Scotlnnd
and Ireland, but nil had been
dissipated before the title descended to Sir Henry.

h.

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper
Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney, or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
Y(- - may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.

But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
by restoring
Swamp-RooKilmer's
health to the kidneys, prove to he just
the remedy needed to overcome such
t,

conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see
the great kidney,
what 8wamp-Roo- t,
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y.. you
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Post. You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.

Knew Where He Came In.
Avery was wearing his new suit
when one 'of the neighbors chanced tit
call. After admiring it she turned to
Donald, who was busy building a block
house on the floor. "I suppose you
will be having a new suit of clothes
next," she remarked.
"Huh," grunted Donald, "I won't get
any new clothes till Avery's outgrown
that suit and ma can make it over for
me."

la the Head"

Is an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh. Per-sowho are subject to frequent "colds
In the head" will And that the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them less liable to colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
1100 00 for any case of catarrh
that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not

cure.
,F. 4. Cheney ft Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
Complicated

Accounts.

"I can't see 17 cents' worth of milk
and sugar in an Ice cream soda," exclaimed the man who persists In talking about what he can't help.
"Remember," said the store manager, "you must pay for labor, as well
as material."
"The labor of drawing the soda
isn't so much."
"No, But think about the labor of
making change."

Election to Commons on
Labor Ticket
England. Jessie Stephens,
a housemaid with a mass of dark hair,
and who 'generally goes about hatless,
has signified her Intention of entering
the race for parliament on the labor
ticket She Is endeavoring to gain a
sent In the local borough council of
Bermondsey and will then stand us a
parliamentary candidate.
She has been employed as a cook,
housemaid,
bow of a
large common lodging house In Glasgow, porter In a chemical warehouse
and driver of a three ton lorry.
London,
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placed by Czechs and Czech high officers' Installed
in the government.
Slovak regiments on duty here have
been replaced by purely Czech soldiers.
In a city as old and conservative and
routine as this, drifting ' through the
centuries undisturbed in Its social customs, these things have made feeling
run rather high In certain social strata.
Many Are Expelled.
Persons, regardless of sex, who have
not acquired legal residence ore being
expelled. One man who told the Associated Press he had lived and done
business Itere for forty yenrs was expelled a few days ago. The list of
n
those cited for expulsion is said to
names of dead persons.
Some Hungarians do not hesitate to
cou-tal-

express their resentment over the

em-

SIGNS OF "DRYNESS"
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It Is hard to upset rudely tlie
of ten centuries, und talks with
ninny persons, both in oillclal and unofficial circles, would Indicate that the
antagonism
displayed
toward the
Czechs is a natural condition of this
period of transition and Is not deeply
rooted. Probably It Is stronger here
In Pressburg than in the other parts
of Slovakia, where the change is not
so appurent
The school question plays n very
prominent part in the situation here.
The government has abolished the Ger
man and IIiniKiniari languages In the
schools, and this means a general ousting of teachers and a reaction in house,
holds.
tradl-tlon-

j

? ,

Dehydrated Beefsteaks.
Kan. A. K. Smoll. i,
Wichita,
chemist with a packing company here.
Is experimenting with a view to minc
ing the high cost of living. His latest
By a
experiment is witn neetstenk.
drawing all
process of dehydration
the water out of the meat the steak Is
in a good stnie of preservation and Is
capable of being kept almost indefi
"w-' molo b
.
"'w.io.4v' y
nltelv. When It Is desired to b 'nc the
steak back to a condition of freshness
all tllllt is urwssury, flir. Miioil snys.
Such a thing as prohibition Is quite unknown in Hungary, and one of the Is to soak It in wnter. The meat Is said
chief Industries in thut country Is the cultivation of the grape for wine: The never to lose its odor of fresh meal
photograph shows a grower selling grapes by the tubful to a merchunt for and It is as lough as sole leather
when dehydrated.
wine making.
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SCOPE OF FOOD LAW
are shipped or delivered for shipment
from any state or territory or the District of Columbia to any foreign coun
try; (3) are being Imported Into the
United States; or (4) are manufacOoes Not Affect Foods or Drugs Contured, sold, or offered for sale In the
Manusumed In State Where
District of Columbia or any territory
factured.
of the United States.
The words "food" and "drug" as deWashington.
The federal food and
In the federal food and drugs act
fined
peomany
Jrugs act does not apply, us
have a somewhat different meaning
ple suppose, to foods and drugs which from the popular understanding of
,
are manufactured und produced In one those terms. For Instance, water unstate and not i hereafter shipped out of der the food and drugs act Is classed
that state, thai is. that are consumed as food. The term "food" Includes all
within the shite where produced. Such articles used for food, drink, confecfoods and drugs are subject to state tionery, or condiment by man or other nnlmnls, whether simple, nixed .or
laws.
The provisions of the federal food compound, The term "drug" Includes
and drugs act do apply to the all medicines and preparations recogfoods and drugs which (1) are shipped nized In the United States pharmaor delivered for shipment from any copoeia or national formulary for Instate or territory or the District of ternal or external use, and any subColumbia Into any other state or ter- stance or mixture of substances Inritory or the District of Columbia : (2) tended to be used for the cure, mitiga
Applica-

Made Mo a Well Man

5

Mr. Louis Young, 1652 Suffered thirty
Clifford St, Rochester, N.

'f

Y, writes:

yean with

"I suffered for thirty years
with chronic feawel trouble, atoai-t-- h
trouble nnd kemorrkageo (
the feoweia.
We bought a bottle of Peruna
and I took It faithfully, and I
to feel better.
My wife persuaded me to continue, and I took It for some
time as directed. Now I ant a
well ataa."

stomach
trouble and
hemorrhages of the bowels.
l.leaU or Tablet For

Spoiled His Banquet
I am sure my most euibnrrusslng
moment was at a banquet I attended
some time ago In honor of a visiting
celebrity whom I had never seen.
The guest of honor was lute. in ar
riving und while we walled I became
Ihlrsty and looked uround for a waiter
to bring me another gluss of wuter.
A dignified man In a dress suit was
hurrying up toward the head of the
table und I beckoned to lilm. He
stopped by my pluce and I made known
my want quietly enough, but as I
look back ut it is seems as though I
might as well have shouted it through
a megaphone.
For be was the guest of honor, hur
rying to his place. Chicago Tribune.

ASPIRIN
Name

FOR COLDS

"Bayer"
Aspirin

is on

Plausible Reasons.
The bishop of Birmingham said at a
a Los Angeles luncheon:
"Church-goinbecomes rarer and
ruivr among the people as the years-puss- .
g

"In Birmingham one Sunday morning a clubman, seated ut a club window, looked up from his Sunday paper and said :
" 'By Oorge, there's Thompson nnr
his wife on their way to church! 1
wonder what's up?'
"'It's either,' said a second clubman, 'that Thompson has had another
attack of heart trouble or else Mrs.
Thompson bus got a new dress."

HER FADED, SHABBY
APPAREL DYED
Freshen

Dyes"
"Diamond
Discarded

Genuine

say Bayer

Privation Despite Prosperity.
London. There we-- e 26 deaths from
starvation or accelerated by privation
In England and Wales the past year,
though wages were never higher tnd
unemployment never Ies3, according to
I an
official statement

NEW

Up

Old,

Garments.

Dont worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Ityes," tiarautoeri t
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
cotton or mixed goods, dresse.
blouses, stockings, skirts, children'
coats, feathers, draperies, coverings
everything!
The Direction Book with each package tells how to diamond dye over any

color.
To match any material, have denier
Aspirin"
on
"Bayer
of
Insist
Tablets
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card.
show
In a "Bayer package," containing propAdv.
er directions for Colds, Pain, Bead-ache- ,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, and RheuFOR TROUBLE
matism. Name "Bayer" means genuine NOT LOOKING
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12 Rastus Knew That Hornet Had Backing Which Could Make Reprisals
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin Is trade
in Quick Order.
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Adv.
of Sailcyllcacid.
Some students nt Princeton were
KNEW HOW TO MAKE IT FIT discussing the need and the
of a new students' organsays
ization,
Kverybody's Magazine,
Backwoodsman
Little Troubled by
when Tom, who had just returned from
Fact That Cap He Purchased
his summer vacation, related the folWas Too Small.
lowing experiences on his father's
probable-effectivenes-

s

Karl y In the nntnm a man from the plantation :
Finding Itastus ready to go to town
backwoods wandered Into a Syracuse
with
h 'load of produce, Tom joined
shiny
gents' furnishing store. Here the
him.
winter caps caught his eye.
rt
Now, Itastus wus a good driver,
After gazing ut these n long time ho
wlilp-nmwll!i
of
tlie
somewhat
:
said
On the way to town a
"How much you want for one o' philosopher.
large horsefly lit on the ear of one of
them caps?"
team.
"One dollar," rejoined the clerk. the leaders of the four-mul- e
K'.isfus cracked his whip nnd killed II.
"Try this one on, sir."
As they rode along be killed a bee In
But this proved to be a size or so
petals of n rose in the same manner.
t!.e
s
wunrtchop-jier'too small, sitting upon the
Tom, surprised, saw a tree growing
bend like a peanut on n hanel.
"Here's y'r dollar, mister. I'll t:ke over Ihe road, on tlie branch of which
was a hornet's nest. "As we go by.
this cup."
"Hilt the cup's too small," declared Itastus, hit that," said Tom, pointing
the' iiinii.ed clerk, pushing back the to the nest,
Itastus paid no attention to the
proffered dollar. "Wait till you
nor the nest.
"Oh, I'll fix this so's it'll fit," was
"Why
didn't you hit It, Itastus';"
exchange
final
backwoodsman's
tlie
starting off with his purchase. asked Tom.
After a pause and a fierce look, Itas"When I git home all I'll have to do Is
to
its back up with n knife, lace it tus replied: "No, sir; that's organized."
l

try"

e

slit
with a shoestring,

and everything'!!
Uehobuih Sunday

Looking for 'Em.
My husband is a man worth liii
weight in gold."
"Then you had better never let him
Apex of Happiness.
She I wonder if yon are happy In get near to the Mexican border."
our love us 1 am.
Most of us do things merely beHe Mi 7 Why. I wouldn't change
cause oilier people do them.
places" with !cnenil
be all hunkydory !"

Herald.

'

Speaking of ducks, it takes
Query: Hoes a man suffer more by
to catch canvasbacks.
back
ignorance or by knowledge?

Coffee prices!

tion or prevention of disease of either
man or the animals.
$4,000 in Shelf Paper.
Seattle. Wash. llow UW of Seattle improvement bonds, bought "by
a son for an Income for his
mother
were used by her to paper pantry
was
shelves,
disclosed when some of
the mutilated bonds were hrought to
the office of City Treasurer E.
Terry to see If they had any value
According tothe story told, Accountant A. B. Lund, the bonds are the
property of on elderly woman who has
beeu living alone In Seattle several
years.
During a long Illness five or
six' yenrs ago she Is said to have suffered a temporary lanse of
and when she recovered apparently
had forgotten everything ubout the
bonds and their value.

-v

I

rv Pili

;'

Misunderstanding as to
tion of Act.

J

Hungarian characters, and now to them
is being added Czech. The old postal
and telephono employees have been re

ployment of Czechs In government positions hero formerly occupied by the
Hungariuns. Czechs and many Sloor Hungarian.
vaks of tho educated .classes' who hold
The street signs are in German and office under the government Pay this
feeling it due to llungnrian and German propaganda, and has no real
strength or extent Also they admit
IN HUNGARY
the necessity of Czech officialdom, ns
Slovakia lias little or no educated class
from which to draw executives of ability.
Hard to Upset Tradition.

Ungallant
I had my tiny niece out for a stroll
the other day. She caught sight of a
little chnp on the steps of a house nnd
she slowed up and kept gazing at him.
I finally told her to hurry up or the
little boy would take her in his house
to live. The young chap, overhearing
me, said: "Oh, no, I won't; we've got
two of 'em now." Exchange.

"Cold

Hatlcss English Lass Plans to Seek

Traditions 1,000
Years Old Upset

Age-Heral-

Y

HOUSEMAID FOR PARLIAMENT

11.

AT
is still selling' at
the same fairprice,
and is better fóryou.
Try it
Two sizes,

IWum

usualprice IS and 25

Made by
Cereal Co. Battle Creek.Mch.

green-

THE

I

settlement of ota srlevanres which
have long troubled tho peoples "of the

THE
KKOISTKKÍU

A

UCíUST

It 1ms been said that the League
will Interfere with the Monroe Doctrine, but the League Covenant
protects this Doctrine. In fact,
through the Covenant the Monroe Do
trlue receives recognition throughout
the world and Us principles become
forever established.

ÍT. 1915

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
PUBLISHER

EDITOR AND

$1.50 Per Year

Subscription

Entered as

El Dorado Hotel

world.

Spanish-America- n

second-clas-

matter at

s

the

Under new Management

Will find

SHAW'S

STIRRING

Land-Seeker-

U. S.

this the right place.

FOR HEALTH AND HAPPINESS

have a "Joüet Big 4" Corn Shell-e- r
coming and, upon its arrival, will
be prepared to do your Custom Shell-ins- !
shucks and all. This is one of
the largest sheliers made.

AMERICAN RED CROSS

MICKIE

at the Christian Churcn.
Your presence is necessary.
G. R, Abernathy,
Supt.
CHRISTIAN
v

and

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantar.ee
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

i

Insurance

Real Estate
Arrange your sale date well
also made at Spanish-America-

SAYS

PLEASANT

.....
6H0atCOrANOS

,

Nv AV
RIGHT BEFORE
EVGRN tlNVC

"The

A ff
tÍÍiealthSd
HAPPY NEW YEARVl

,

ENKS
PCK UP

pape..

J

EUY AKD

BAPTIST

1

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

,

SEALS

CHRISTMAS

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

CROSS

RED

USE

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Í

100 percent "Pep'
FOR SALE: -- Good team, harness and bugfry.
Mrs. E. T. RICHARDSON,
4 miles East of Mills, N.M.

V

A

NEW "OLIVER"
WRITER For Sale;
used machine.

cms iKS

-

&1Vr N. M.

t4

fííj

i

1

WoTkirTff
FOR SALEA three-inc- h
pipe,
Barrel Pump, 125 feet of
long,
Brass Lined Cylinder,
and wood rods, all eomnlete. InquireW. A. CHAMBERS,

'

THBiPT

TYPE-Ate- o

a

Your neighbors are buyirpr
CHEVROLETS! why not Ytü
They, have the Pepv Style and
comfort, everything to please- Why not fret your family
for Christmas and make thanr
happy. A new carlead cominx..

Having decided to quit farming and
go to Iowa, I will sell at public auction at my farm, 2 miles east and 2
miles south of Roy, and 7 miles north'-ivoof Soalno, N. M., on

st

Tue.Jan.6,'20
Sale to Commence promptly
m., the following:
j

at

j

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintostent.

!'

9

When your Ford car or Ford truck doesn't
display its usual quantity or quality of ""pep"
and dash, its time to ha.ve a repairmah who
understands the Ford mechanism give it
the "once over" then raaJte the necessary
adjustments or repairs, and return it to'
you full of its 'old time "pep" and energy
and pull. You'll notice the difference.
We employ only skilled! P'ord mechanics-m- en
who know how Ford cars are mad,
and how they should be kef to give the
most efficient and economical service. And-oushop equipment boasts a great many
g
specially designed Ford tool and
machinery..
and
devices
Don't risk chances, play fair with youu
Ford car. Keep it in the' hands of its
friends, the Authorized Fori Dealers.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d"and'
4th Sundays
at the Catheiie
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and'10 a m..
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 6 3
Meets 2no and, 4th Satur-

F. S. Bkown,. W. M.

Insist on Genuine Fbrd

,

1

Irvin Oüdkn, secy.

arts

All Masons welcome..

LIBERTY GARAG3:

C. B. StubblefieldJCo.

4

i.;a g.f.

INCORPORATED

7 Head Mares 7

5ÍCLES.. fimuire

YEAR-OL-

coming ft and 7 years,
weight ir00 each; Team of good mares Store.
coming 8 years, weight 1300 each;
Hay mare 8 years, weight 1000 lbs.
(rey mare 10 years; weight 1000 lbs.
Driving and saddle mare, !)00 lbs. Hay
....
mnn
Roan Team,

ii

SAIX THREE t'OMIXO
ROY TKAWXCi

at

tt--

.

days of month

10 u.

FOR

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge.

time-savin-

Inquire at the SA. Office.

Public Sale

at 3,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. FeaRn, Pastor.

Vi

NVN

VIEW

p.m.

f VJUAt
HE VJA5TE- -

KJ

ROY

First Sunday each Month

dates
office.

n

PAPER SíKSvi.S'T! NT SAN 8,
'dSAR EBlTOtt- - CNUOFF
NCKE ANO lU. PAN VJPt
l O O n't NANt "TO SEE

.

.'

JEST USSEN
I FOUND

.

Services Z 2d Sunday of eact
month a.t 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe-- necessities furnished if desired.

H. ANDERSON,
Roy, New Mexico

VIRGIL

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10, A. M

Meets each Sunday

Farm Sales a specialty

CUSTOM S H ELLIN (1

Prices right.

ing at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Wheat Director License No. 028463H

AUCTIONEER!

s

.

President,.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Rov, N. M,, every Sunday even-

Col. F.O. White

I

PLEA.

(By the Late Dr. Anna Howard Shaw.)
Seven million one hundred thousand
men who had laid down their lives la
the great war. Think of It! Seven
million, one hundred thousand young
Dien had died on the field of battle!
What does that mean to the women
of the world? It means that seven
million one hundred thousand womeD
walked day by day with their faces
toward on open grave that they might
give life to a son. It means that
seven million one hundred thousand
little children lay In the arms of a
mother whose love hnd mad? them
face even the terrors of death that
they might become the mot hen oí
men.
It means that year after year thesi
women had put up their lives into the
lives of their sons unttl they had rear-e- d
them to be men. For what? In
the hope that these sons of theirs could
give to the world the things for which
women dream, the things for which
women hope and pray and long. These
were the things that the women bad
In their hearts when they gave b.rth
te their sons.
But who can estimate the value ot
even million one hundred thousand
ead eons of the women of the world?
Who caa estimate the price which the
women have paid for this war; what
4t ha cost them, not only In the death
of their sons, because that is phaM
of our war to which we look.
The Courage of Women.
"We hear our orators tell m of the
courage of our men. How rhey went
across the aea. Very few of them remember to tell us of the courage of
our women, who also went across the
sea; of the women who died nursing
the U:k and wounded ; the women
who died in the hospitals, where the
terrible bombs came and drove them
ImoKt to madness.
They tell u
nothing of the forty thousand Kuglish
women who went to work hack of thfc
.
trenches In France.
They tell us nothing of the thou
tenuis upon tbnjisjnijjs upon thousands
of woméñ who liot only tolled and
worked and slaved in order that the
war might he successful, but we do
ot hear of the thousands of women,
fiot alo.ie In Armenia, not nlone in
Montenegro, not alone in Serbia, but
:in Flanders, in Belgium, In liiiniaiila,
in Kussia the thousands of women
nvJiQ lie in graven today,
murdered,
ko horribly murdered that men dare
not
nTjet we To men aro asked what
ve know about the League of Nailon; iisled what we can understand
i... n T.,.ri,o ij Vnrloiw Ob men I
uirjUL

iflyoulhave wheat for sale

Wanted:-- - a good ICOOlb Mule,
3 to G years old.
G. R. HANDLE, Mosquro, N.M.

Peace League Means More to
., Them Than It Can Moan
to Men.
DR.

Tourists and

Y. P. S. C. C.
HOMER HOLMES,
JEANNETTC LUSK,
Sec 'v..

or S.E. Paxton,

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Holly, mistletoe and Ited Cross
Christraa3 Seals.

mm

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

8ICNS OF THE TIME8.

Church Directory

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

postofiice in Roy, New Mexico

rtiEH

.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

ROY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

HOMESTEAD UQDGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

-

CO.

Evening

i i
i
r
Ship us your cream, We pay
RuVisiting Brothers always wel.
nave soiu my iann atiu.ni
highest
prices. Right now we come.
property
personal
ing to sell my
pay 76c. and the express.
at public sale.
E. J, Floeksheim, N. G,.
.llwfcvrribl. deaths;
Imrrjbllivjs fwnre
TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
cptnl
milk
of
upon
of
thousands
of rthuiiMiiids
number
a
have
I
"17
wH'r)
Wsa,. G,.. Johnson, Sec'y...
HP'TT
1
men today in alt theo pillions, who
Watch for my- sale bills
cows,
must .liv.;, and who lnast look in Hie
l w ill oiler at public avctiuii at iki
Wrii. us for shipping tugs,.
Nine good Milch Cows, two with calves farm 7 miles Eaut, 8 north of Roy, ls in about 8 days,,
faces .of children unweleoined,
soon.
coming
in
Rebekah Degree
nf little children uud know at side; balance
7t5eand express paid
Uutterfat
noiih of Lilerty School. 11 east,
. A. B. SLUSHEli. Roy.NM
Heifer, fresh soon; Shorthorn
e result of war.
ihese are
titt
Tí. M., on
of
south
Milk.
Creamery
Trinidad
Company.
seven last
HARMONY LODGE No. 24,
"AuiTtTieri ask women why they Durham Hull,
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
jhouK) be Interested In a league of spring Calve.
'lnree Fat Hogs 300 lbs. each.
peace?
Photos
1
pre
Evening each month
am.now
Finishing:
Kodak
o'clock at
New 5 passenger Dodge Car, run oIy Sale lo commence at
fuffiin views see- p.. Women Suffer Most From War.
Var
property:
11
theirvJ
sharp,
mail
I.'O. O. F. Hall
kinds
1.100 miles.
pared to do
II WUiO IS tll'Jf 0"J " v.i.'.v..- - ...
L.
DeiiUie-K.
Myra
Mrs.
O. Derees. N."G '
MULE
12 HEAI; HORSEá
to L. E. Deubler
FA KM MACHINERY
the world who ought to be interested
to
bring
200(1
the
yrs.
)b.
&
ultimately
4
Mules
2
s
3
Mrs.
to
B'r
in
V.
Grace
Ogden, Secy.
new and
reinr.
in a leaRiift
Black Ujrse fi yrs..
Horse 6
' world peace It is the mothers of men,
"Beggs" Wagw;
only
as
good
Fillcys; Two yearling
bed:
tirea,
Visitínp; Sisters w&lesme
Wagon,
. and the women who suffered
For Sale; Full-h,!- !
"Ememw" Wfceat Colts; Two. black Mares 10 yrs. old;
women can suffer In the war and in Top BtiKgy.
Rooster,
"Moline" Wstrer, Disc Mare 15 yrs.; Mare 7 yj..
- devasta: ed countries.
Drill,

.'"

j jY

.

i

1

Public Sale

LL OflJ

-

unde-l.sire-

Two-year-o- ld

Wed. Jan. 7, '20-

--

first-clan-

11

Low-Whe-

High-whe-

'two-comin-

B-P-- R

n.

A. A. Wynne

c

h

we call upon them, we women Tinrmw 11x16: Disc SteI
39? HEAD OF' CATTLE
men who Harrow; "Advance" Corn Binder; 2
of flie world Oall upon the
Six good Milch Cows, 8 yeausKr;
Single
of
Set
battles
Harness;
these
ail
fighting
Leather
good
set3
biwe been
The rest of thes cattle ai tw t
have led harness;
seu r
the yers, the men who
five years old good grade Sftaaihwn
Cnnd-stonarmies, aud led armies close to their Bridle; Set Klftsmith Tools;
Heifers. A nunrfwr, of thflm, ma ae
deaths,
fresh in January and February. ..Four
men
upon
the
w ora no ral lina
y mm CaJyes..
mn TOS OE BUNDLE CANE
ofttíe world to In some way or anMAIZE MEADS, IN STACK.
SOME
of
sea
the
of
out
passage
FARM MACHINERY
Homestead Matters attended to,
other find a
form
Little
P & O 6r8lW?l
7 DOZEN CHICKENS
death. We are asking them toto the
Publications, , Final
hope
Barrow; Filings.
Jap
n league which will bring
(Most Rhode Island Keds)
women
are
Papers drawn up
STei;,Farifn
Legal
t
If
Proofs.
Chin
Stock;
Georgia
future.
Plw
women of the
may die.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Wagon; P & O, Trudtj SH T Leather end acknowledgemenWtaken.
to bear sons only that they
Iiope
Harness; Three sets, i'haia Harness;
f women may not havecldldren, "Schiller" Upright Piano, Walnut
the!jr
for
Set Koud Well Twds; Reader-Fork- ;
rations
D
dandy;
a
Range,
Steel
the droac.i New
Grind l$tomk, Etc.
Chairs,,
if women may not dream hope
of the Í aval No. 12 Separator,
In
tl.em
tho
haTe
lUat
Chiffonier, 2 Rocket, Ho SNAPPED CORN BUNDLE CAS'il
moral
idghcet civilisations, the highest
a OR 6 DOZEN CHICKENS,
Beds, Springs and Mattresses;
- .
.ana spinui.u mo
P. Reynolds
Mrs.
nag
"
Kugs,
2
Linoleum.
.
Uome-Ke- n
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
men may not uav mof Piano
as H.e mo.br or
our
Lamp, pumpkins and Cook Stove; Heater; Dresser; Three
'
r. iiPNt i e iv uv
u,v"
,
Iowa, Cream
Table;
Cot;
Bedsteads;
rn'omen ...di
rnc.es
Squashes, and oilier
juoiheiü of men. Awl wuy
SetMuater, Etc, Etc.
merou t mention.
Why tíiotUO Uoy ttüil

He4!

th

o.v

rcrrvr''

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

e.

Ctti'Wf

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing
I.

C

DODGE,
Miss ETTA HORNBAKER.
Mrsw

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Two-Secti- w

ce

t

c;

t-

-

E',

ii-io

J.
Teacher

aina ms

'to

.

lHf solí

j

council,
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'.:.',.,'.
numm ... .
cnier roti."
iak.
LPag.
mtm

i
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&

"r-o-t
body oí tr
derision ot
oetiou wUhoul onanimous
the LiilteU
M incEiher end since
i
representative
a
have
will
Stales
. ...in l.a nrn.
.
.
tho Council our lmeresi
e.
said ttiat m
th-We henr
benefit of
.

tr.A
kjf7i'r--

u-

t

-

-

Oreut Britain or Jopan or wSvitt'
n
Thi l.- not trtie. All Hip
one nan"".
...in imin bv It.' not only th
"

.

.
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TERMS OF SALE
months time without Interest If
when d.
paid when due. If not paid
date
to draw 12 per cent interest from
until paid. Purchaser giving $10 and
approved security l
on
under cash; 10 per cent dtoeonnt
w
WO propiniy
n.a
tve y sin
nvoii untii settled for.
l
9

banks-blcnote-

T.R. PINT, A.B.Slusher,

TTr.lhut

great nation.
Roy. N. M.
;
a
iii,-v- t
""
v. WHITE. Auct..
riiuiiiÉ
ut..,.i ni'oni
i,t;u
Clcrit.
Shultz.
n,i i.bIv hut the little nations whlb Frank L.
by Lnnc!l at Noon.
In the past have been oppressed
.
Orinklng tupi.
their hie neighbors. Tho International r,rnt- ,our own
I

-

CO'art

Ut

r1v

fl!J

(.'"'irHllll'--

ur

TERMS OF SALEi: Mufttna time
without interest if paid. whe due; If
net paid when duo to draw 12 per
cent interest from diito UU1 paid; pur- lehnser iriYing bankawe. noce or ap
proved security. $10 mi under cash;
0 per cent discount on sums over
$10. No property to b removed until
settled for.

Owner

( ol, F. O. White, Auct.
V. - SHUUX. Clerk.
I-

If you have-- wheat for sale see
John H.Mowre&Co. Roy N.M.

ROY

NEW MÉXICO

FOR SALE:-- 5 mules, 2 mares

Priced to sell. Terms,
Morris Roy,N. M.

A. Waldo

New Cafe

Two Jersey Cows: Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
fresh in spring, one Jersey heif
Clean Rooms for rent
er, one bull. Fred Fluhmann,

For Sale:
W

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

to me

,

Mills, N. M.

If you have wheat for sale see
John II. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M.

Troduce more cream and ship
it direct to the Trinidad Creamery. We will pay you 76c. , for
Mora, New Mexico
butter-fa- t
and pay the express,
Complete Index to All Lands
Your check and can returned
in
Mora
Property
and Town
promptly.
Cotinty.

We solict your patronage

New Barber Shop
H.B. BOHANON, Prop'r.
Shop in connection with the
Roy Cafe.
,
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited,
Great-Wester- n

Block, ROY

;
THE

vyiainmm namea us witnesses:
Elmer Elkins, Transitio Romero,
Gabriel Bonivitiez, Frank Wolford, all

3 hh &

lJf

Col. George E. Cochrane,

of Miera, N. M.

Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desirrl
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you escure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies.

terns

and dates
before deciding about yf'ur sale.
Dates made
office.
at the

Oflice

at

BETTER Cars
are built

Btti-c-

Notice is hereby given that Jacob make Final Three Year Proof to esFloersheim, of Roy, Mora county, N. tablish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
M., who on November 14, and December 9, 1916, made Add'l H. E. No. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
028394, and No. 023383, for NEVi M., on the 3rd day of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NEV4, Sec. 24, Twp. 18N., Rng 24 E.,
Leandro Archuleta, Abelino Esqui-be- l,
Santa Fe District, NW'i NEVi, and
Vísente Martinez, Juan De J. SanNV NWVi, Sec. 19, Clayton N. M.,
District, Section 19, Twp. 18N., Rug. doval, all of Roy, N. M.
TAZ VALVERDE,
25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noRegistei
5t
,
tice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
Aldin0 Nature.
land above described, before F. H.
When It comes to a woman's cora
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
oilice at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day plcxiou, art can be, and often is, oi
considerable assistance to nature.
of February, 1920.
Topeka Capital.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson, Geo. H. Ray, Webb
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

k

Will Build Them
W e have the

3

n

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

iE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

When

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lane

Clayton, New Mexico
December 17, 1919
3
Register
5t
Notice is hereby given that Juan I.
Romero, of Roy, Mora county, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'
who on November 13, 1910, made Ad'Jl
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land II. E. No. 023382, for SE',4 Sec. 5.
Twp. 18N., Rng. 25E., N. M. P. MeOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
December 17, 1919

Farm Sales a specialty,

Spanish-America-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

PAZ VÁLVERDE,

AUCTIONEER

See me and get my

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
November 25, 1919.
December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that John
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
H. Mitchell, of Roy, Mora Co., New Martinez of Albert, N. M., who on Dec
Mexico, who, on October 26th, 1915, 18, 1914, made H. E. No. 019039 for
NEVi,
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No. the SV4 NWV, Sec. 13,
023321, for SEV NWVi, EV4 SWVi, Sec. 14, Twp. 20N., Rng. 28E., N. M.
Section 13, Township 21 N., Range 2? P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenE., N. M. P., Meridian has filed notice tion to make Three Year Final Proof
of intention to make Final Three Year to establish claim to the land above
Proof to establish claim to the land described, before W. H. Willcox. U,
above described, before F.H.Foster.U.S S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th. day of February,
New Mexico, on the Eighth day of 1920.
..January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
IHugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben. Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all
; Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy, of Albert, N. M.
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
3
PAZ VALVERDE,
5t
H2rl2-5- t
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
ISOLATED TRACT
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Public Land Sale
December 17, 1919
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
is
hereby given that Marina
Notice
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
G. Romero, formerly Marina Gonzales
November 25, 1919
N. M., who on January 22,
iNOtice is hereby given that, as di- of Albert,
H. E. Serial No. 024265,
1917,
made
rected by the Commissioner of the
NW'NEV4 ; NV6
SWViNWV;
for
the
'General Land Office, under provisions
Section 20, Twp. 21N., Rng. 28
NWVi
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
Meridian, has filed notice
application of Leandro Vigil of Buey-ero- s, E., N. M. P. make
Three Year Final
to
of
intention
N. M., Serial No. 026344, we will
claim to the land
establish
to
Proof,
offer at public sale, to the highest biddescribed, before VV. H. Willcox
der, but at not less than $2.00 per above Commissioner,
at his office at
U.
S.
10
o'clock a. m., on the 11th
acre, at
M., on the 6th day of
N.
Roy,
day of February, 1920, next, at this
1920.
office, the following tract of land:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W
NEVi, Sec. 8, Twp. 20 N., Rng.
Frank Gonzales, Albert, N. M., An31E., N. M. P. M
Ornelas, Roy, N. M., Pedro Ar.
dres
The sale will not be kept open, but
Roy, N. M., Alejandro Gonwill be declared " closed when those guello,
M.
present at the hour named have ceased zales, Roy, N. PAZ VALVERDE,
bidding. The person making the highRegister
3
5t
est bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the amount
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
i
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
of theTnterior, U. S. Land
d
land are advised to Department
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
file their claims, or objections, on or
December 17, 1919
before the time designated for sale.
Richard
given
:

Kidd, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

5t

3

Register

ep Out the Dust.
Huvu ,;ndow flmdes that will ran
up nnd down over your pantry shelves
nd n lot of dust will ha snvei.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

County of Mora
Regular April Tem A.

Floersneim Mercantile
tion,
Plaintiff

December 5, 1919
is hereby given that Cole
Weir, of David, N. M., who on August
25, 1919, made H. E. No. 026785, for
the SEV4 SEVi, Sec. 3; NEVi NEV4
Sec. 10, Twp 17N., Rng 30E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Finat Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Wilcox,
U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the 14th day of January, 1920.

Henrjr C, Allen
Defendant

New Mex.N

D. 1920,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

11

12-2-

FABIAN CHAVES,

Department of the Interior U. S. LanJ J. B. LUSK,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
-3

E. Las Vegas,

Co. a Corpora-

The said defendant Henry C. Allen, is

(Seal)

713 Douglass St.

)S3.
)

hereby notified that suit in Attachment
has been commenced against You in
the District Court of Mora, State of
New Mexico, by said Floersheim Mercantile Company, a Corporation, for
the recovery of tha sum of $107,31 for
goods, wares and meschaddise, sold to
said defendant at his special request,
Claimant names as witnesses.
That unless You enter, or cause
William B. Foard, Jeff McKee, James to be entered an appearance In said
V. Weir, Frank Weir, all of David,
suit on or before the 24 tn day of Jan
New Mexico.
A. D. 1920. decree PRO CONFESSO
PAZ VALVERDE,
0
Register therein will be rendered against you.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
- Judicial District
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Notice

on hand

Clerk of Said Court.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

w

Department of the interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that William
L. Kelly, of Solano, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on December 11th, 1916,
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No,
028803, for NEVi NEVi, Sec. 14, NWVi
SWVi, WV4 NWVi, Section 13, Town
ship 18 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year, Proof, to establish to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission
er, at Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico,
on the 15th day of January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Allen Burleson, of Roy, New Mexi-:Oscar Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico,
Webb Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico, Water Ross, of Solano, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
o,

Attorney for Plaintiff ,
Roy, New Mex.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
November 25, 1919.

Notice is hereby given that Ray
R. Leach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who. on March 22nd. 1'tlfi.
made Homestead Entry, No. 01965?,
for EV6 NW4, SW1,
Sec. 3,
SV4 NE',4, SVi NWV4, NEVi
Section 4. Township 19 N.. Ranee 25
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the Sixth dav of
January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:

NW,

SW,

J. H. Sansburv. Frank Aldies. C.
Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Roy, New

G.

Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.

Rcciswr.

5t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
December 5, 1919
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that John
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Arden Bell, of David, N. M., who on
November 25, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
December 12, 1919
December 10, 1918, made Add'l Stock
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Notice is hereby given that GuyRaising II.. E. No. 024820, for WV4,
Mexico,
Bueyeros,
New
of
Aragón,
ISOLATED TRACT
Sec. 9, Twp. 17N., Rng 31E N. M.
who, on October, 10, 1916, made Home- Earnest Merrell, of Solano, Mora Co.,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
P. Meridian has filed notice of intenstead Entry No. 020830, for SWH N. M., who on January 24, 1916, made
tion to make Final Three Year Proof, Department of the Interior U. S. Land SEV4; Sya SWV4; Sec. 14, NWVi H. E. No. 021486 for N
SEVi, NVi
to establish claim to the land above
Offiee at Clayton New Mexico
NWVi; Section 23, EV6 NEVi, EVi SWVi, Section 8, and SEVi Sec. 7,
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
SEVi; Sec. 22. Township 21 N. of Twp.. 17N, Rng 26E., N. M. P. M., has
Nov. 25,1919.
Commissioner at his office at Mos "C" of
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed1 notice ef intention to make Final
quero, N. M., on the 13th day of Jan- Notice is hereby given that, as direct- filed notice of intention to make Three Three Year Troof, to establish clair-- i
to the land above described, before F.
uary, 1920.
ed by the Commissioner of the General Year Final Proof, to establish tia:m
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hia
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lund office, under provision of See. to the land above dewibed. bcf iri office
at Roy, N. M., on the 20th day
James I. Malone, Rosebud, N. M.
Register and Receiver U. M. Land Of2455 U. S., pursuant to the application
of January, 1920.
Jesse B. Malone, RosebuiLN. M.
the
New
Mexico,
fice
Clayton,
at
oi
of Thoinas E. Mitchell, of Albtrt,N M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jeff McKee, David, N. M.
ninth day of January, 1920.
will
at
we
offer
020522.
H. D. Upton, &V R. Noyes, C. K.
No.
Serial
Mosquero,
N.
M.
H.
Prvor,
Charles
Claimant) names as witnesses:
that
Notice is hereby
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
pi.blic sale, to the highest bidder, but
Alejandro Garcia, of Miera, New Merrell W. F. Arnold, all of Solano,
Kilmurray, of Roy, N. M.. who on May
Register. 24, 1916, made H. E. Serial No. 022235
Register at not less than ?2.50 per ere, at 10 Mexico, Bonifacio Cruz, of Miera, New New Mexico.
0
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico, - ..lian Aragón, of Miera, New
for SWV4 NEV4, EVfc NWVi; Sec. 28,
tele A.M., n the 10th day of
7
Register
Having moved to Roy and being and SWVi SEVi; SEVi SWV4; NV
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1919 next at this office, the fol- - Mexico, Manuel Encimas, of Miera,
more centrally located so that ex- SWV, Sec. 21 and NEV4 SEH Sec.
Mexico.
New
SWJ-SE- 1
oí
Sec.
penses are not so great as when on the 20, Twp. 18, Rng. 26, N. M. P. Meri- Department of the Interior U. S. Land owioj; tract
PAZ VALVERDE,'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E, NMPM.
T. IS N.
H.
:0
comMexico
New
Oflice
my
Clayton,
decided
to
to
at
cut
I
have
farm,
Register.
dian, has filed notice of intention
1919
but
open,
December 12,
The sain will not be kept
missions on crying sales to meet all make Three Year Proof, to establish
Department of the Interior U. S. Lan-Notice is hereby given that Juan will be declaro! closed when those
competition.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
claim to the land above described, beOffice at Clayton. New Mexico
sidro Romero, of Mosquero, N. M., present at the hour r.amt'd baveceased Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
For the present I will cry sales at fore F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissionDecember 12, 1919
N.j.
1,
26,
391
JI.
E.
made
minimun
who
Dec.
on
of
2 pe? cent within reasonable
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
er, at Roy. N. M., on the 3rd day
bidding- The person making the big-es- t
Notice is hereby given that Hollie
019068, for W'i of SE'4, and SEV4
charges. My success in the past is February,'l920.
November 25, 1919.
R. Johnson, of Solano, Mora Co., N. ftf.
bid will ho required to immediately
f SEVi of Sec. 4, and SWVi of SWVi
the only recommendation I offer for
Notice is hereby given that Luciana who on Aug 25, 191(f made Addl If.
Claimant names as witnesses:
there
amount
tine
the
Receiver
to
pay
M.
Rng.
17N.,
N.
Twp.
29E..
3,
Sec.
Andraik,
of,
Francisco
Leopoldo
satisfaction in the future. See me
Martinez, wife and heir
Pedvo Narbins,
E. No. (2i'874. for NWVi NE',4 Sec.
at tha Bud Finch, Henry Stone, all of Roy, . Meridian, has filed notice of intciir of.
for dates or make Odd-datP. Martinez, deceased, of Roy, Mora '24, Twp. 19N. Rng 27E. N. M. P. M.
the
adverstly
claiming
on to make Final Three Year Proof
Any persons
Oilice.
Co.. New Mexico, who, on October has filed notice at intention to m!;';
New Mexico.
to establish claim to the land abov'j .above-di-scCol. V. C. White.
ibed land are advised to 9f:th iHlfi. mnde Homestead Entrv
PAZ VALVERDE,
Final Three Year. Proof, to establish
Register described, before A. A. Wynne, U. P. lile tluiir claims, or objections,,
n or Ño. 023322, for N'A NEVi. SEVi NEVi
Rov, N. M.
5t
claim to the land above described,
(lmmissiontr at his office at Mos- - before the time designated fcM'sale.
WVi, Section 4 fore F. IÍ. Foster, U. S. Commissiontr
Sec. 5, and SWVi
uero, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan
Township 17 N., Range 25 E.. N. M. at his office at Roy, N. M., on the 22nd
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FARM, 8 miles from Hoy
PAZ VALVERDE
uary, iSiL'ti.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenday of January, 1920.
good community, every foot tillable, 2
Uegistm- Claimant names as witnesses:
of the Interior, U. S. Land
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
Department
Claimant natnes as witnesses:
good wells, buildings and 5 miles of
SilIgnacio
Garcia,
Roman Perea.
to establish claim to the land above
Office at Clayton. New Mexico
H. E. Dean, R. IL Thomas. J. C.
good fence; 115 acres under cultivation
icrio Mesías and Caslos Montoya, all
described, before F. H. Foster, IT. S. Lloyd, John Bowman nil of Solan.i,
rwsmW 17. 1919
School, Rural Telephone, R. F. D. Tiie
M.
Mosquero,
N.
Roy,
of
Louis
office
PUBLICATION.
at
FOR
his
NOTICE
given
at
Commissioner,
that
Notice is hereby
)
New Mexico.
finest of wheat land, good grass, no A Shiiimrt. of Revés. N. AL, who, oil
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico, on the 6th day of Janu
TAZ
12-2oil lease on it. ..For sale at a bargain
Register
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ary, 1920.
Feb. 24, 1919, madü II. E. No. 025209
Register
7
price. ..Apply to
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
F.VSEVi. SWViSEVt
fn,.
Claimant names as witnesses:
JOHN K. AliNETT,
1919.
Twp.
21N.,
25,
November
8.
A
Sec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
J. L. Smith, Leandro Archuleta,
Sw.
Roy, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Pedro Reyomundo Arguello, Seferino Garcia,
Daily Thoucht.
Rnir. 31E.."n. M. P. Meridian, has
r,ia,i nntlr-- nf intention to make Final Department of the Interior U. S. Land Maestas, of Mosquero, Union Co., New all' of Roy. New Mexico.
gone and "
What's
ShredI have purchased a Husking,
Mexico, who. on December 7th, laio,
PAZ VALVJEKDrJ,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Year Proof, to establish claim
thoutn b pn'
ding and Shelling machine and will Three
Register.
December 16, 1919
made Homestead Entry, No. 023472,
above described, before
land
the
to
be ready to do custom work about
18
N.,
Notice is hereby given that Jose for SEVi Section 81, Township
P Toll.nh TI. S. Commissioner at
December 15th. See me if you have his office at Clayton, N. M., on the Leon Romero of Roy, Mora County, Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
corn to handle. C. W. NEWMAN,
N. M., who on May 10, 1918, made 11. filed notice of intention to make Final
day of February,
Solano, N. M. 5th
E. No. 025297 for the SWVi NE'A; Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
SEVi NWVi; NEVi SWVi; NWVi SE to the land above described, be tore a .
at his
Vi Sec. 35, Twp. 20N., Rng. 24E., N. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th
to make Three Year Prcof, to estab' day of January, 1920.
Fah-view-"
lish claim to the land above deosribed
Claimant names a3 witness:
before W. H. Willcor, U. S. t.'omr.iis
Hipilito Montoya, Andres Pacheco,
The Roy Druft Store
sioner, at Roy, N. M., on the iid day Tuan Luis Baca, Sylverio Mastas, all
Proprietor,
GIBBS,
M. D.
of February, 1920.
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Frank Aldies, Leandro Martinez,
Sefenno Garcia, Juan de Jesus ban
doval, all of Roy, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
1-

Feb-ruar-

-

above-describe-

12-2-

Fel-ruar- y,

12-2-

!;;

8-

S--

E

7

12-2-

a

b-

r

STRENGTH

liu.

Pharmacy

S

T

A
B

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Register

12-2- 7

Ice Cream Parlor

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Soda Fountain,

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

FILMS

fcASTMAN

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

NeWS Stand,;0ftiLY

PAPERS

.

MAGAZINESB

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mariano
A. Chavez Jr., of Albert, Union Co.
New Mexico, who, on December 2
1910, made Homestead Entry, No.
023444, for WVi SWVi, Sec. 20, W
NWVi, Section 29, Township 21 N.
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, befort
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, or
the Seventh day of January 1920.

December 16, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Magin
Mares of Roy, N. M., who on October
10, 1916, made H. E. No. 025887 for
SWVi, Sec. 11;
the SEV4 NWVi; E
NWVi Sec. 14; NEVi NEVi, Section
15, Twp. 20N., Rng 24E N. M. P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner
Claimant names a1 witnesses:
at Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of r eb
Jose F. Belorde, of Albert, New
ruary, 1920.
Mexico, Geo. Gonzales, of Roy, New
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico, E. A. Chavez, of Albert,
Abeyta
Mares,
Emilio
Juan De Mata
D. M, Valdez, of Kephart, New
Aspito Lujan. Encarnación Lucero, al
Mexico.
of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

,

A

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco

12-2-

7

1--

,

Register

Begister.

I
L

S

CREETING

E

and

C

GOOD WISHES

I

for

T

1920.

Y

U

R
I

T
Y

oy Trust and
Savings Bank

THE

FOREIGN

CONDENSATION

POISON WHISKEY

The engineer of a freight train which
ran into a passenger train, causing
fifteen deaths, blew out his brains
with a revolver after assisting Injured
passenger at Lille, France.

OF FRESH NEWS

Southwest

DI&V
IMPORTANT
LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRI8P. PARAGRAPHS.

New Mexico
and Arizona

February.
During the fiscal year which ended
June 80, 1919, Brazil imported $8,000,-00worth of automobile and motor
parts from the United States, which Is
an Increase of 35 per cent over the
value of the 1918 Imports.
Premier Nltti of Italy, expressed the
opinion that from 12,000,000,000 to l.V
000,000,000 lire would be subscribed to
the victory loan, the sale of which begins Jan. 5th. On his return from the
visit he is to make to Paris and London early in January Premier Nlttl
will undertake a speaking tour on behalf of the loan.
captured fifteen
The Bolsheviki
guns, 1,000 horses and 300 men after
defeating the forces of General
and General Chelnokoff In the
region of Staroniensk, according to a
wireless dispatch received from Moscow. The dispatch adds: "More than
a thousand Cossacks were killed, In-

In

Wulirn Newspaper

OP
THE PROGRESS
IVEUTS IN OUR OWN AND

SHOWING

FOREIGN LANDS.
(Pastera Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN
Approximately $8,000,000 Is now
available lor highway construction in
Nevada up to the end of 1921 through
lueh source as state revenue, state
nd county bond issues, federal aid,
tc.
Second

Mam-onto-

Lieutenant Herbert Tuch-born- e
of Mt. Vernon, N. Y and Private Alllster Lima of San Luis Obispo,
Calif., were killed at Starch field, the
army aviation field near Riverside,
when their airplane fell 2,000 feet.
Constitutionality of a state law designed to curtail use of foreign languages in Nebrnaka schools as an
Americanization
nieaure was upheld
by the State Supreme Court of Nebraska.
A train loaded with 180,000 gallons
was
of gin, valued at $7,000,000,
shipped from Peoria, III., to New York.
The gin must be beyond the three-millimit at sea by midnight, Jan. 14, 1920,
when the bonds expire. The gin will
go to Havana, Cuba. In the train there
was twenty-sevecars. Each car will
contain fifty-nin- e
barrels of fifty-fivgullons each.
e

n

e

The ashes of the late W. C. Bosch-eof New York, famous as a swordfish
angler were thrown on the waves
twelve miles from Avalon, Calif., one
day recently by Capt. George C. Farns-worthis former boatman, to whom
he devised a legacy of $25,000.
This
was in accordance with wishes expressed by Boschen.
The second
Congress,
scheduled to open in Washington, D.
C January 12th, bus been deferred
one week, according to a telegram received from Carter Glass, secretary of
the treasury. The postponement was
necessitated by the delay of several
foreign delegations In obtaining steamship accomodations.
Twelve warships have arrived at
San Diego, bringing the number of
war craft In the harbor up to seventy-eighsaid to be the greatest number
of war vessels ever together in the
Pacific under the American flag.
Several of the more recent arrivals
put on extra speed so as to arrive In
time to spend the holidays there.
Announcement that the national government Is planning an elk ranch for
the Yellowstone Park herd to be established In Park county, fifteen miles
north of the park, Is contained in a
letter to the Livingston Enterprise
from Stephen Mather, director of national parks. The elk each winter have
crossed the park boundaries uíid were
killed by hunters or sturved to deulh.
n

t,

WASHINGTON
The Shipping Board has under consideration the sale of all former German passenger ships with the stipulation that the vessels be run under the
American flag, it has been announced

ff

cluding General Chelnokoff."
The rebels In Eastern Siberia, says
a Moscow dispatch, have completely
on the
several all communication
Amur line and Blagovleshtchensk has
been cut off. The dispatch adds that
Gallclan troops, Intended for the defense of Kiev, have revolted against
Generul Deniklne, the
leader In the South and attacked the
volunteer army in the rear.
Taiga has been captured by local
n
Bolsheviki. Many trains on the
railroad west of Taiga have
been cut off and Polish troops in that
region will be forced to fight their
way out. Fears for the safety of T.
R. Hansen, United States vice consul
at Omsk, and Joseph H. Ray, consul
at Irkutsk, who are west of Taiga, are
felt here. Nothing has been heard
from them for more than a week.
trans-siberla-

Herr Huszar, the Hungarian premier, stated in Budapest to a deputation representing those crippled during
the war, that Communism hud cost Hungary eighteen hllllon kronen (nominally about $.1,000,000,000), according to
a report received In Berlin. The premier said that Rumanian Invasion had
billion kronen more.
taken thirty-siThe national assembly now had to re-

one-fourt- h

troyed.

x

store Hungary's finance from a
perate condition.

des-

GENERAL
Statistics obtained show thut 1,725
British girls married American dough
boys. Of these only seventeen remain
to be sent to Join their husbands in the
United States.
Judge A. W, Sanborn ordered 31,000
pounds of sugar, seized Inst week from
M. Lench, Itelolt,
confiscated and
turned over to the Wisconsin fair price
committee icuch was fined $100 and
costs.
Victor L. Berger, who was
to Congress from the fifth congressional district, Doeember !)th, following
his expulsion from that body, said thut
he will go to Washington January 5th
to claim his seat.
Uruguay has been linked to the
United States through the
cables by the opening of a new
line from Buenos Aires to Montevideo,
putting New York and Montevideo in
direct telegraphic communication with
each other for the first time.
MaJ. A. E. McKeever, M. C, D. S. O.,
one of the
Canadian ace
in the great war and credited with the

France's national credit loan was
on the first day, acGerman macording to cable advices received In destruction of forty-fiv- e
Washington from Paris by the French chines, died in a hospital as the result
The advices added that of an operation at Toronto.. Iti an auto
commission.
had exceeded the mobile accident near Stratford, Out.,
the
most optimistic expectations of the some time ngo, he suffered a broken
leg and internal injuries.
government.
Successful tests of a motor fuel dePurchase of 250,000 acres of Montana
clared to be not only more economical grazing land with 25,000 head of cattle
than gasoline, but also easier on motors, has been effected by the Hill Land
have been announced by Otto Praeger, Corporation, organized by Walter J.
second assistant postmaster general In Hill, son of the late James J. Hill, Juscharge of the air mail service.
The tice Oscar Hnllnm of the Minnesota
parts alco- Supreme Court, It. P. McClennan, widefuel consists of thirty-eigh- t
hol, thirty gasoline, nineteen benzol, ly known Montana stockman, and F. S.
f
seven and
ether and four tol- Dairymple of New York.
uol. Ingredients making up the re
John D. Rockefeller gave to manf
maining one aud
parts were kind a Christmas present of $100,000,-00not given.
half to the General Education
Large increases in the export of Board to raise the salaries of college
breadstuffs were noted in the Novem- professors and half to the Rockefeller
ber report 'of the Department of Com foundation to aid in lis work ot comnierce, but exports of meat and dairy bating disease through improvement of
products decreased $10,000,000 as com medical education, public heulth adpared with the same month a year ago. ministration and scientific research, It
Breadstuffs exported in November val- Is estimated that Mr, Rockefeller's
ued at $71,738,929 as compared with public gifts now approximate $450,- $06,271,644 for November, 1U18. For the 000,000.
eleven months ended with November
New York boasts of a new schoolthe total was $805,552,943 against boy tennis wonder ifi the person of
$708,127,11.3 for the corresponding pe
diaries M. Wood, Jr., 14 years old, of
rlod of 1918. Meat and dairy products the Dewilt Clinton High school. Play
s
of Hie Junior in
exported in November were valued at ing In the
$61,948,6!)0, and those sent out of the door national championships the youth
country for the eleven months period easily won his match and displayed
such powerful service and speed at
were worth $1,097,724,942 against $85!!,
796,000 for the corresponding period volleying thut experts among the
were fairly dazzled.
the year before.
A bill pending in the Mexican Sen
The War Department's service and
ate proposing abrogation of the treaty
information bureau has undertaken n
China which permits Immigration
to
Inform former service with
campaign
into Mexico has met genAsiatics
of
men that all in need of medical or surIn the states of Sonora
because of Illness or eral approval
gical treatment
Slnalou, according to the Exceland
In
army
the
or navy
injury contracted
of Mexico City. The newspaper
can enter, an army, or public health sior
says messages from Slnaloa and So
service hospital or local civilian sanimany Asiatic colonies are
tarium;- with ull expenses paid by the ora, where
that the "invasion of
located,
declare
government.
Discharged service meir
Asiatics causes degeneration of the
should apply to the nearest army hospital or local representative of the Mexican nice,, that the Chinese Intro
public health service for examination duce contagious diseases and establish
or consult Ited Cross representatives prejudicial competition In certain lines
or state and municipal health officers of business.
best-know-
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DEATHS

REPORTED

FROM

DIFFERENT EASTERN
CITIES.

Union Newa Sarvtca.

Over $100,000 Is spent, being spent,
or about to be spent In improvement
and extension of the Socorro county,
New Mexico rural school system.
The executive committee of the
Southern Baptist convention of New
Mexico, decided on Las Vegas es the
location for the Baptist college, which
Is to be erected la this state.
"A square deal for the farm boy and
the farm girl," la one of the slogans
of the Boys and Girls' club department of the Agricultural Extensión
Service of the University of Arizona.
Officials of the Mesa post of the
American Legion have launched a
movement to secure for the post two
sections of land northeast of Mesa,
Arizona. The laud Is now held by the
War Department. It was homesteaded
ten years ago by officer of the Mesa
Company ot the Arizona National
Guard and held as a military reserve.
Glovanl Estrada, a bright Mexican
boy, 9 years old, is lu the St. Mary's
hospital at Gallup, N. Méx., in a serious condition as the result of being
burned by an electric wire. The boy
climbed a pole to get a ball which had
lodged in the wires and In some way
came In contact with a live wire with
the result that his left arm was burned
off at the elbow, his right arm partially disabled and his body burned in
several places.
Four hundred and four forest fires
have occurred during the past season
In the national forests of Arizona and
New Mexico, according to a report Just
complied by the forest service. Fully
50 per cent of these fires were caused
by humau agency, and approximately
50 per cent by lightning. Among those
caused by humau agency, the largest
number were set by logging operations,
and the next largest by campers. These
fires burned more than six thousand
acres of forest land, caused damage of
about $3,300, and cost over $0,000 to
milextinguish. One and
lion board feet of timber were des-

0

STORY OF THE WEEK

News

From All Over

Lady Mamsay, formerly Princess Patricia of Connaught, gave birth to a
son in London.' Princess Patricia was
married to Commander Alexander Robert Maule Ramsey of the royal navy

fHE

in Washington.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The Federal Monthly Crop Report
Just released for publication through
the office of Field Agent R. F. Hare
of the Bureau of Crop Estimates,
shows thut New Mexico has planted
this fall 211,000 acres of wheat compared to 182,000 acres planted last
year. Last year s crop passed tne win
ter and spring wlj.h u abuudonment of
only 5 per cent of the planted acreage.
The condition of the present crop Is
reported better on December 1st, thnh
wus lust year's crop at that time. In
the United States only 38,770,000 acres
of wheat has been planted this year,
compared to 50,489,000 planted last
year. The condition of this crop is
only 85.2 per cent of normal, compared
to a condition of 98.6 per cent for last
year's crop at this time. This report
shows that New Mexico has produced
881,700 bushels of apples this year, and
75 per cent of these have been shipped
from the, county In which they were
grown. Chaves county reports having
shipped 845 curs, San Juan county 200,
Otero 00, mid De Baca 12 cars. 'The
relative to
Bureau's Investigation
wages of farm labor tills year, compared to 1918, 1917, and 1910, show
that the wages of the farm laborer
have kept pace in this state with high
cost of living. The report shows that
the average wage by the month without board, was us follows: for 1910,
$34.25 ; for 1917, $48.00 ; for 1918, $59.00
and for 1919, ijiOO.OO. This year, day
laborers commanded $2.90 per day ;
last year they were paid $2.38; in 1917,
$1.97 and in 1910 they were only paid
$1.58.

Arizona's mines enriched the world
by $174,559,388.80 during the year Just
closing, according to the annual report
of the state tax commission. The minerals produced totaled 19,188,710.20
dry tons, and the average value per
ton from the gross yield was $9.10.
Copper product Ion amounted to about
10 times the value of all the other minerals produced, gold and silver follow
ing next. Copper produced amounted
to 729,001, 687.0(1 pounds, of which 682,- 323,220.61 pounds were marketed at an
average price of $0.23291, or a total of
production
$1(53,218,516.35.
Gold
amounted to 249,259.08 ounces the av
erage price being $20.43, and the total
Iu silver
value being. $5,092,700.43.
production the state had 5,120,054.9
ounces,
the average price being
$0.9727, and the total value,
In lead the state produced 6,
622,052.03 pounds at an average value
of .0067, or u total of $441,563.20.
$4,986,-140.67-
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People of the Long Ago Raited th
Sam Wall, Apparently to A
Little Purpose.

It is always soothing to learn that
our ancestors were kicking about the
same things that rile us today. Next
time you are Inclined to believe that
high prices have been sent by the powers above to vex 'this day and generation alone, Just ponder upon these
words written by John F. Watson of
New York city In 1843, under the heading "Changes of Prices," in a book of

his published in 1847:
"It is curious to observe the changes
GOVERNMENT AGENTS ARREST which have occurred In the course of
years, both In the supply of common
MANY IN HUNT FOR POISON
articles sold In the markets land In
SOURCE.
some cases In the great augmentation
of prices for instance, Mr. Brower,
who hns been quite a chronicle to me,
Weal em Newspaper Union News Service.
has told me such facts as the followNew York, Dec. 29. With the known ing, via. :
"He remembered well when abund
death toll thus fur fixed at 140, and
with scores of others dying or blinded ance of the largest Blue Point oyster
by wood alcohol poisoning, caused by could be bought, opened to your hand,
drinking a liquor believed to have been for 2s a 100 such as would now bring
made In New York and peddled under from three to four dollars. Best scu
the guise of whisky, federal officials bass were but 2d a pound, now at 8d.
tiave announced that the entire machin- Sheiphead sold at 9d to Is 3d apiece,
ery of the government will be called and will now bring $2. Rock fish were
into action to trace down those guilty plenty at one shilling apiece for good
They did not
In the present wave of death and all ones. Shad 3d apiece.
and distillers ot then practice the planting of oysters.
other bootleggers
moonshine whisky, wherever they may Lobsters were not then brought to
market.
operate.
"Mr. Jacob Tabelee, who Is us old as
87, and of course saw earlier times;
New York. Working on the theory
sheep-hea- d
that the wood alcohol poison booze, than the other, has told me a
used
to
6d,
be
and
sold
the
at
which has caused scores of deaths
100. In fact they
throughout New England and New best oysters at Is a
did not stop to count them, but gave
York, originated in this city, Col. D. L.
them In that proportion and rate by
Parker, supervising revenue agent for
the hjishel. Rock fish at 3d a pound.
special
Dobbs,
H.
B.
New York, and
Butter 8d to 9d. Beef by the quarter
federal agent, announced many arrests In winter 3d a pound, by
the piece 4d.
made in various parts of this city.
Fowls about 9d apiece. Wild fowls In
Three of the prisoners arrested are great abundance. He bus bought
Adolph Punarelli, a wine and liquor twenty pigeons In their season for one
dealer; John Romunelll, an undertak- shilling; a goose was '2s. Oak wood
er, and Samuel K. Saleeby, a druggist. was abundant at 2s the load.
Panarelll said : "I am glad you got me.
Thus Mr. Watson of the early nine
I will tell all I know."
teenth century thinks longingly of how
Federal agents have arrested five easy ..It must have, been to live wJien
other.. men whom they, asserted to be Brother Tabelee was young. He con
the heads of an organized band which tinue :
"In 1763 the market price of provi
has been responsible for the recent
sions was established by law and pubwidespread sale of wood alcohol conWondrous
coctions through five states. One of lished in the Gazette.
the men arrested was described by the cheap they were, viz: A cock turkey
government agents as "the kingpin of 4s, a hen turkey 2a 6d, a duck Is, a
quail lV4d, a heath hen Is 3d, a teal
the ring."
6d, wild goose 2s, a brant Is 3d, snipe
New Haven, Conn. Six men have Id, oysters 2s a bushel, sheephead and
per pound,
been arrested in connection with the sea bass three coppers
4 coppers, clams 9d a
quart
per
milk
"whisky,"
which
alcohol
wood
of
sale
they are alleged to have shipped from 100, cheese
"Those celebrated 'Blue Points'
this city to Chicopee, Mass. The arwere
destroyed by an Intended kindrequest
of
the
at
made
were
the
rests
A. law was passed to exempt
ness.
district attorney at Westfield, Mass.,
them from continual use, and by not
who telegraphed that the men were
being continually Bshed up they got
wanted for homicide In Massachusetts.
embedded In tho. mud and wholly died

4d.

United States Mar
shal Edward J. Lyden arrested four
men on feedral warrants, two charg
prohibi
ing violation of the war-tim- e
tion act and two illegal transportation
of liquor from state to state. The ar
rests resulted from his investigation
into the deaths of more than fifty per
sons in the Connecticut valley since
Christmas from drinking wood alcohol
contained In a mixture sold as whisky.
Five more deaths had resulted from
alcoholic poisoning, four in Holyoke
and one in Chicopee, bringing the total
for the Connecticut valley, not includ
ing Hartford, to fifty-threChlconee. Mass.

Parade Against H. C. L. In Havana.
Havana. One man was killed nntl
nm woman nnd five men, including
two policemen, were injured during a
clash between the police anu a crown
niiL'iired in a demonstration against
the high cost of living and excessive
house rents. The wounded policemen
Hiiim that the crowd attacked them
when they demanded to see the permit
for the parade. Witnesses say, now
ever, that the police fired on the peo
pie without warning.
Living Cost Increase 82 Per Cent.
Boston, Mass. An increase of 82.2
ner cent in the cost of living for Ainer
lean wage earners between July, 1914,
and November, 1919, Is shown in a
statement issued by the National In
dustrlal Conference Board. This represents an advance of 10.4 per cent
since November, 1918; 13.5 per cent
since March, 1919, when prices

dropped temporarily, and 5.8 per cent
since last July. The increase In the
cost of the five major Items in the
family budget since July, 1914, was:
Food, 92 per cent; shelter, 38 per
cent; clothing, 135 per cent; fuel,
bent and light, 48 per cent, lind sun
dries, 75 per cent.

out!"
Mother's Gratitude.
Somewhere in America there Is a
nurse from overseas who wears a
short strand of small, round pink
She culls It her "Croix de
beads.
Just before Chnteau-Thier-rGuerre."
when the refugees were pouring
out of enstern France, a young girl
with big, dark eyes came with a sick
babv to one of the hospitals behind
the lines. During the first few weeks
at the hospital the Imby whimpered
and walled constantly, but witli the
nurse's unremitting cure It gradually
grew well and strong.
The dav the little mother was leav
ing she sought out the nurse whose
untiring patience nnd kindness had
meant th return of her baby's health.
"This, ma'm'selle," she said, holding
a string of pink bends in her outstretched hand, "I want you to have
It: It is the only thing I have left be
sides my baby, nnd you have saved
him for me."
"Just u tiny happening in the big
story of the world war," says the
Modern Hospital in relating the Incident, "but one which will long live
In the memory of the nurse whom It
so closely touched."

Treatment.
A radium institute Is in the course
of erection at Los Angeles, Cal., which
will make use of about $ 1C0,0H) worth
of radium, King C. Gillette is the president of the organization, as well as
the financial backer. It Is the only Institution of this character In the West.
The main building will cover an area
of 65 by 38 and 50 by 36 feet. In addition to Its offices and elaborately
equipped laboratories, it will have a
large number of beds for patients who
find It necessary to remain at the Institute for a time. The purpose of the
Institution Is to provide facilities for
radium therapy, and the study nnd
treatment of neoplastic disease. The
benefits to be derived will be available
to all requiring such treatment and a
fee consistent with the financial condition of the patient will be charged.
Will Give Radium

Predicts New Government.
Ogden, Utah. Inevitably there will
The government has approved plans
be a conflict of the Russian peasants
and specifications for the Douglas-Rradicalism
with the U'lilne-Trotzkdeo highwuy link in Arizona, according
Bees Had Left Rent.
and a new government will develop in
to word received from Washington by
Siberia and European Russia, accord
July
Fred N. Burton of Corry,
Last
State Engineer Maddock. This means,- ing to Dr. K. P. Mills, American Red
Pa., found bees were buzzing around
that the road will receive $107,000 fed- Cross surgeon in charge of the Irkutsk
a cornice of his home and drove them
eral aid for Its construction.
military hospital, who spoke In uguen away by using an oil torch. Recently
Uncle Sain started his 1920 census
ho decided to put a new roof on his
taking January 2nd with nearly 87,000
house and while the work was In
Arrest Bond Thief.
enumerators In the field. Ray B.
Los Angeles. A man giving 4J1C progress he found honey that had
Leach, of Tucson, supervisors of the
name of Leo Julof.sk!, alius Leon been hoarded by the bees he had
second district of Arizona, announced
Jules, wanted by the New York police driven away. It weighed 84 pounds.
that every detail iu connection with on a charge of having stolen $141,000
his duties have been completed.
A Pertinent Inquiry.
In Liberty bonds from E. D. Levinson
While officers in Phoenix are mak& Co. of 52 Broadway, New York, was
"What did the editor think of that
ing life miserable for the operators of
arrested here. Julofski, according to story you submitted for his approval?"
automobiles who have failed to comply
"I'm afraid he didn't think much of
the police, had in his possession at
with the law, officers of the country
the time of the arrest $53,000 in bonds. it."
are
with the city officials Julofski is charged with having stolen
"Did he say that In so many words?"
In seeking to make nil motor car own"No. He merely wrote back, 'My
bonds after they had been intrust
the
with
the stale laws regard- ed to him for delivery to Manon
ers comply
ivo
dear
sir: Do you realize that there is
ing lights and speed.
a white paper shortage?' "Birmingh45 Wall street, New York.
y
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Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a bod
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
In order by regularly taking

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney.
IWar, bladder and uric acid trouble, th
enemiea of Ilia and looks. In oaa aioc
1CB6. All droggiata, tbraa tiza.
Leek lar lax tuit CU Medal ee .
How Ha Vaniahed.
Gwendoline,
the eighteen-year-ol-

d

daughter of the family, had received-splendid present from her young
man, an engagement ring set with diamonds and rubles.
That evening at tea, when the happy-pai- r
were present, the conversation,
naturally enough, turned to Jewelry,
and someone remarked that It was
funny to think that we got pearls froiis
oysters.
Whereupon Gwendoline's horrid little brother edged toward the door and
remarked loudly:
"Oh, that't not half as funny as getting rings from lobsters, Is- It. Gweo?"

a

London Answers.

Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOR1A, that famous old remedy
for Infanta and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature oté
m
anasf
in use ror over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
W

m

What She Said.
Did you really say
that I was
with my children? Mrs. Gubbs says so.
Mrs. Ovcrtheway No, indeed, dear.
I told her, on the contrary, that 'you
must have the disposition of an angel
to put up with them at ull. Columbia.
State.
Mrs. Nextdoor
d

The use of soft coal will make laundry work heavier this winter. Red
Cross Bag Blue will help to remove:
that grimy look. At all grocers, 5c
-

Inconsistency.
"Your wife suld thef other day at rr
meeting that married women were s
driven they were only white slaves."
"That's just like a woman. And she
gave nie no peace until I bought her
a new chain."
A Respite.
so happy
"Mrs. Jaggs tells me she
now In her domestic life."
"Is her husband so good to her?"
"No, but he's been sent to Jan."
1

48,000
Drug Stores Sell It.

Five million people

use it to KILL COLDS

HILL'S
CASCARAkPQUlNINE

KX

Sta ndard cold rerr.eaV for 20 year
in tablet forro ate, tore, bo
break up a (old in 24
opiate
nourt relieve grip in oar.
Money back if it fail. Th
Ked
genuine box Das
e&ffl tafcx
top wltD car. muí a
iv s 01 V
picture.
At All Draw Star
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BILiOKIESS
Caused by
AGid-Sfomo- oh
If people who are bilious are treated according to local symptoms they seldom set
very much better. Whatever rellet la obtained is usually temporary. Trace bilious-nea- a
to Ua source and remove the cause and.
the chances are that the patient wilt remain strong and healthy.
Doctors say that more than 70 nonorganic diseases can be traced to aa Acid-StomBiliousness is one of them. Indigestion, heartburn, belching, sour stomach,
bloat and gas are other signs of
EATONIC, the marvelous modern
stomach remedy, brings quick rellet from
these stomach miseries which lead to a long
train of ailments that make Ufa miserable
If not corrected.
KATONIC literally absorba and carries
away the excess acid. Makes the stomach
Helps digesstrong, cool and comfortable.
tion: Improves the appetite and you then
get full strength from your food. Thousands
say that EATONIC Is the most effective-stomacremedy In the world. It Is the help.
IfOU need. Try It on our
guarantee.
At all druggists.
Only 50 cents for a big box.

ATOMIC
Lz!3 (Tor your

acid-stomac-

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin

With Cuticura
Soap 25c. Oiahneat 25 ana 50c. Ta!cani25c

kUU
I

"If I LV rrckl. olatmoot
Your drureí. or br
!. 61c.
ITr.. book. Dr. C. H. Berry
Sia.Wlia.bW Co..aa7imclilsiinns.
China"
JLadles
Why suffer? Home treatment for
women. Positive cure guaranteed. Circular.
Confidential. Mrs. Netta Irey. Wellington, III.

Coughing
la armoybi
and harmful. Relieve) throat
irritation, tickling and get rid of coughs,
colda and hoarseness at onca by taking

W. N. U

DENVER, NO.

'
.

THE

5Í.

WHITE MAM
Author of "Home." "Tlirouzh Stained Glass,

(Copyright,

119.

by

tíoblw-Merrl-
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Andrea Pcllor, handsome daughter of larS Pellor, Impecunious aristocrat,
marry an Illiterate but wealthy middle-age- d
diamond mine owner.
8he disconsolately wnniier from her hotel In South Africa, and discover an
aviator about to fly from the beach. Impulsively, of course Imagining that the
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, she begs to be taken for a flight,
although she does not know him. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they
start When she realizes her unknown aviator is not going back Andrea In
desperation tries to choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and
they sail on Into the very heart ot Africa. Landing In an Immense craal,
Andrea finds the natives all bow In worship to her mysterious companion. She
is given a slave hoy, "Bathtub," and the White Man sets about building a hut
for her. White Man continues deaf to Andrea's pleadings to be restored to
her friends. She goes on a day's hunting trip with White Man and thoroughly
enjoys the exciting experience. Andrea, worrying over her deplorable lack
of change of clothing, Is surprised and delighted when a trunk, loaded with
everything in the way of clothing dear to the feminine heart, Is dropped at her
doorway by stalwart natives and she Is told by White Man that they are hers.
White Man by a skillful shot saves her from the attack of a sable bull and
she la fast becoming reconciled to her fate after eight days In the craal.
ai
VI

Continued.

"Certainly," he answered, absorbed
"Exchanged
his topic.
where
I here s
another daughter available
where there Isn't, money Is refunded
by order of the courts. But what I
was driving at is that In spite of the
contention mentioned above, wherever
a woman is concerned a black can
never get It out of his head that she
can be replaced at the regular market
price. Now you've got the kernel of
his whole attitude toward women.1
"So if It had been you they wouldn't
have laughed and yelled."
"In this case, yes," he said. "They
most certainly would, because they
had no direct responsibility.
But
where responsibility attaches the rule
Is a life for a life, and it's a
ior
rule that has no exceptions.
Anyone
can brain a woman If he feels like it
and get away with the identical obolo
her husband paid for her."
"You seem to be a great admirer of
Hie native social system," said Andrea
In

' ' "John Dogardus, ' Etc

M'sungo strnlgntened with a long
quivering sigh. "It Is well," he said in
dialect. "We will go." The three
wizened men nodded their heads many
times and grunted. With no further
instruction, guubearers, water boys,
trackers and Marguerite's attendant
scattered to their various prepara
tions, hindered by excited women and
children. The canip hummed. Bathtub
slapped breakfast on the table and
then stood on one foot, then on the
other In Impatience. On the faces of
all was the same
the same
look of suppressed but mighty anticl
patlon.
M'sungo ate a few mouthfuls but
Get Instant relief with
they seemed to choke him. He pushed
back his plate, stuffed his pipe full
Tape's Cold Compound"
and lit it His eyes played over Andrea's face and fired hers with their
Don't stay stuff p ! Quit blowing
own brilliance. When he Spoke every
word thrilled her as though this won and snuffling! A dose of "Pape's Cold
derful morning were surcharged with Compound" taken every two hours unan emotional current sensitive to til three doses are taken usually breaks
Dp a cold and ends all grippe misery.
every sound and movement.
The very first dose opens your
"Andrea Pe:ior," he said with a happy twinkle of mock solemnity in his clogged-unostrils and the air passglance, "you are about to be Initiated ages of the head; stops nose running;
s,
Into the mysteries of the mnjor gulb relieves the headache, dullness,
sneezing, soreness and stiffness.
of many centuries, the closest corpo
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
ration of sport In the world ; in three
words, the society of elephant hunters, quickest, surest relief known and costs
You will probably witness death and I only a few cents at drug stores. It acts
hope nnd pray It will be the death of without assistance. Tastes nice. Con.
the hunted, but for the comfort of tains no quinine. Insist on Pape's t Ad.
your soft heart let me tell you that toHad Seen It Before.
day we go forth not to slaughter but
Little Bobble was playing school
to battle."
He turned his eyes from her face with his grandma the other day. He
and continued
In a more serious answered the tenclier quite intelligentstrain : "The hunting of elephant is a ly pertaining to some of the capital
science. It is a crescendo of delicate letters of the alphabet. Grandma
ly balanced factors that starts from pointed to the capital letetr "Y," asktwo distant points and beginning on a ing him what it was. "That's easy," he
"
cool foundation of mutual respect replied, "that's a
passes upward through stages of in
telligence against intelligence, caution "CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
for caution, perseverance on the heels
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
of endurance, until It meets on the
high plane of naked courage nnd
Look at tongue!
Remove poltona
sweeps to its tragic climax of white- from
stomach,
liver and
hot battle and death."
bowels.
His eyes came back to hers frankly.
"Like all the great sciences," he con
tinued, "it has used the lives of val
iant men for stepping-stone- s
so that
we who go out today are backed by
the
sacrifice of a noble com
pany. Looking back only to the days
of black powder and the four-bor- e
rifle we are mere pygmies, but pyg
mies carried high on the crest of an
ancient tradition. It's because we
have an accumulation of knowledge to
lean upon that I'm willing to tnke you
with me today if you'll promise to sur
render yourself to me, to do Just ex
actly what I tell you and no more and

msiy
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half-smil-
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ANDREA IS SAVED BY WHITE MAN'S CLEVER MARKSMANSHIP.
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get in one more nasty bit of cleverness
before before I died !"
"Oh, no," protested M'sungo. "Go
easy, now. Why, Marguerite has done
that dozens of times. He knows exactly how to slice off his rider. And
besides, Ik always stops."
"But what if he hadn't what if he
had?" continued Andrea hotly. "Oh,
you know what I mean. What if he
had killed me?"
"But he wouldn't," insisted the man
weakly. "He wouldn't think of it."
Andrea pounded the horn of her saddle. "But what if he had?"
M'sungo suddenly whirled, (hereby
winding the quiescent neck of Marguerite around his waist. He caught
Andrea by both arms and fixed her
startled eyes with the blaze of his
own. "You will have it!" he said,
shaking her lightly, "your d
personal element ! Well, I'll give it to you.
If he'd hurt so much as a hair of your
head I'd have shot him and then myself and left word with you to bury us
both In the same grave."
She flushed and looked away. When
her eyes came back to his set face

pleading In the tone of her voice made
him turn boldly to the personal, after
all, and however much we may jeer at
it, the ultimate measure of sincerity.
"I will," he said. "If ever I'm bent on
plundering the heart of a woman, I'll
travel the highroad of surrender in
the company of ravage and love, I'll
give and still give and with each giving will grow the heaped mountain of
my demands.
You see it. don't you?
That's Justifiable plunder."
Andrea's cheeks flushed, her eyes
were dreamy with new thoughts and
old emotions.
Wliile the supply of the vast larder
and the supervision of the fiber camp
formed the major part of M'sungo's
untiring industry they were by no
means the total of his affairs. Watching him, Andrea soon learned why he
never lunched. He hadn't the time;
too many things pressed to his attention. He was a governor on no mean
scale and during tlie midday rest hour
he would pass from group to group
settling all those disputes which could
he determined without recourse to
legal argument. In- this manner he
sifted to a minimum the cases to come
before the solemn conclave of chiefs.
On the first occasion that Andrea
witnessed this tribal ceremony which
occurred monthly at a certain stage of
the moon, she begun by feeling huffed
but, lacking an audience for her mood,
soon gave it up for one of scornful
amusement which, In turn, surrendered
to an interest that almost amounted to
awe. The day In question began with
the curt information from M'sungo,
who appeared carefully groomed and,
for the first time in her experience,

dressed

In

punctilious mufti, that she

Nine times out of teri the victim would
smile sheepishly and withdraw; in the
tenth case there would come a look of
sullen wonder into the culprit's face,
whereupon
the white man would
promptly call a halt and demand more
evidence. Such cases were then allotted half an hour and even an hour
each, and without exception resulted
In the acquittal of the prisoner at tlie
bar.
Andrea was suddenly aware of
M'sungo's voice Indubitably addressed
to her though he kept his eyes to the
front nnd spoke In a toneless monologue as If he were communing with
himself. "Behold! Psychology on the
job," he said. "Watch their faces.
Every native that, knows his sentence
to be Just, takes It with an apologetic
smile; if he looks sullen, the chances
are a hundred to one that he's innocent. I've never gone wrong. They
think I'm a wonder. Next!"
One case alone that day was apparently Interminable.
When at last It
was completed M'sungo dropped his
eyes for the first time nnd sat for a
long while with bowed head ; then he
drew erect, looked the prisoner In the
eye and spoke three words. A gray
hue crept into the black's face as he
turned away, "I have surrendered him
to the justice of his tribe," murmured
M'sungo. "Poor devil !" And Andrea
knew that she had witnessed the precursor to an Inevitable sentence of
death.
That night M'sungo was too tired to
talk and excused himself immediately
after dinner. Andrea read until her
eyes ached and then went to bed wondering If she were feeling only slighted or If existence were actually becoming monotonous. She shrank from
the latter admission for she knew
tiiat, once made, it would shatter the
longest run of sheer peace of spirit
which she had experienced in her short
but much bored life. She need not
have worried. When she stepped out
early next morning dressed for the
field in compliance with a message
from M'sungo to put on her roughest
and toughest she was so excited that
even the memory of her doubt was
blotted from her mind. Something was
in the air of the craal that could be
felt rather than heard, the sort of
something that one could imagine possessing a hive just before it began to
hum.
M'sungo was already sitting under
the dining tree engaged in a diminu
tive palaver with three wizened blacks
who squatted on the ground squint
ing up at him and speaking in turn
ip answer to his patient questioning,
Around them but at a respectful dis
tance were gathered various members
of tlie camp's 'personal staff. On the
faces of the wizened three nnd also on
M'sungo's was the same look of
fanatical exaltation, the. look that pro
claims any group of diverse men

would have to amuse herself for
twelve hours without his aid. Mystified, she awaited developments,
and
quietly.
they came rapidly.
"1 am," answered M'sungo.
"For
Under the great acacia was placed
there were three kinds of sparkling a table and behind It a camp armchair.
natives, of course."
'
"Are you sure you're not a bit taint wickedness in them tenderness, the To the right and left of this throne of
forked tongue of a serpent, and a
ed with it for yourself?"
knife. She chose the knife..
"Sure,"
he answered promptly
"White Man," she said, "that would
"That's part of the secret of my grip
on every country I've shot over. I'm have been adorable at the price simüloof. I've never turned my back on ply adorable!"
the White Man's God. Circular A is
The weeks that followed were the
not for me."
remaking of Andrea physically. Each
"What's Circular A?"
He hesitated. "Circular A," he said day she walked more and felt it less.
linaliy, "is the regulation that governs From head to toes her body was withi lie relations between British
officials out blemish and In her eyes, her
under the colonial office and the wom cheeks and in the spring of her light
step, sheer health flew its rejoicing
en of the tribes they govern."
"I'm British," said Andrea, after a banner. Day by day she followed
pause, "and I blush for the nííessltv' M'sungo farther afield, took more of
"You are prompt, like most of us,' an interest in what he was doing besaid M'sungo, "to sit in judgment be- cause she understood it better and
fore any force of nature that you've learned to wait before she sat In judgment on his actions, often surprising,
never felt. Poor devils of clean-breyoungsters! Take one that I knew. always swift and assured. She even
Three weeks' training under his prede hardened herself to accompanying him
cessor, crazy to leave; a hundred on his hunts for meat for the camp
thousand natives under his sole rule; pot and there was nothing that he did
one, perhaps two, bearded white faces that gave her a deeper Insight into his
brothers at heart.
a year. The long, long days after the composition than this same butchersportsman has been swallowed by the ing.
"What is it?" asked Andrea, breath
He made no secret of his distaste
less from hurrying.
when game becomes just
for
the Job and never an apology. Havmeat! And then, the fatal hour at
"Elephant," replied M'sungo. He
dusk when a pnssing native girl any ing a disagreeable task on his hands
drew a chair to his side. "Sit down,"
girl looks to him like some woman at he faced it squarely and going out to
he said softly as one whose mind is
home! He marries, not by canonicals kill, laid his plans, held to them with
and' fearful of losing
perhaps, but by the common law of unswerving concentration and killed
dream,
"Watch and listen, for
the
the land, and the people at .home' with a dispatch that was blood-cu- r
these men bring great tidings." He
shout 'crucify him,' but In the end it's dllng but admirable.
smiled almost like a boy.
, Iw. .
..
It was during the return from one
4.
flnA alnni.
One of the wizened produced a thin
B1UUD
Midi mil JUUftC kt
Ilia UU11J
of these expeditions that he expoundnnd measure the price."
wand, about twenty Inches in length,
ed his definition of Justifiable plunder.
freshly broken at one end. He passed
He stopped speaking and for a long
With his memory raw, as Is the whole
to his companions; who stared at it
time they traveled in silence. The sun
it
world's, from contact with the long- was sinking fast so fast that it
as though they saw it for the first inSuperman
heralded
come
to
ex
life
to
seemed to be dropping by Jerks, like
stead of the hundredth time, fingered
pose In the flesh the brutalizing docthe loose hand of a grandfather's
Dispensing Justice With a Breathless It, gurgled over it and finally gravely
trine of "thine is mine if I can take
handed It to M'sungo. He went through
clock.
Rush.
it," he found himself on treacherous
more or less the same process and re"There Is no twilight In the tropics," ground and his words picked
their Justice stood in a crescent fourteen turned It to the man who first prosaid M'sungo, "by the deliberate judg way slowly
as though bent on avoid- other seats of varying dignity chairs, duced it with what was apparently a
ment of God who knows the capacity ing
all misunderstanding.
petroleum cases, kerosene tins and an slighting remark.
f the chart of man and would not
"It Is the truth," he said thought inverted bucket for every native
The man glnnced up with a pained
have It burst."
fully, "that the spirit of man advances king, be he monarch of but one villook on his face, arose, laid the wand
"I can feel what you mean," an only by plunder and the corollary to lage, has
the right to sit in the pres- on the ground as a measure and with
swered Andrea, "even though you that is
the fact that the plundered ence of authority, whatever Its grade. laborious fingers began to trace a
haven't really said it in words. The world is always the more fruitful, but The white man took
the nrmchair and
heart can hold just so much beauty the unpardonable sin as far as peoples Immediately, to the rumble of u dozen mighty oval. M'sungo leaned across
the table and gazed with fascinated
and no more; and even now, mine Is are concerned is the failure to define
a horde of natives all men eye; Andrea, watching him, could see
aching!"
robbery under arms from productive
swarmed into the beaten court of the pulse throbbing at his temples. He
"Andrea Pellor," said M'sungo, "yon plunder, and you can almost say the the craal.
was a new M'sungo, somebody young,
have the faculty of your sex. You same thing of individual relationship,
Those natives who lacked the royal approachable, lovable, an eager boy.
have pinned the butterfly."
lie glanced at her and something of
were squatting on their
She leaned close to his shoulder;
.
She felt a sudden revulsion, a rage his earnestness passed to her with the heels in a vast mass of serrated and
"Please, While Man," she murmured,
at this man, this stranger',, who talked look. "Go on." she said kindly.
concentric circles of which the inner "please tell me."
us she Imagined he would fight, with"Can you believe me,". he continued, most left an open space whose periWithout turning he put one hand
out gloves. Her eyes narrowed. "By "when I tell you that no one
more phery was determined by the exact out and grnsped her wrist as tfiough
the way, when Marguerite bolted, Just surprised than the Superman himself circumference of the
to still her. "The tittle man," he exwhat was It you shouted at me?"
when he assumed flesh after bis long branches of the tree. Andrea coughed plained, "is drawing the spoor of a
He paused In his stride so suddenly preparation and awoke to find himself softly but M'sungo did not look up In mighty beast. Look at and learn it
It
lhat the dozing donkey butted Into him a Vandalt a Frankenstein? The theory fact, nobody looked up. It was ex- by hcRft, for it will be a photograph."
and almost knocked him over. "Eh? was per ct all that was lacking actly as though she were not. She
Having completed the circumference
What?" he asked to gala time.
were the things of the spirit, the slipped to the trunk of a tree .and of his oval, the native was making
"Come on," persisted Andrea. "Just breath of i fe without which any ani- leaned on one hand placed against it.
various tracings on Its face,' dividing It
say It again what you shouted."
mated creation becomes automatically Somehow It seemed an only friend in as with a maze of tracks. When he
"Well," lied M'sungo, "I may not a monster.
an empty world.
had apparently finished, he sank'back
remember the exact words, but it was
"And yet the collective spirit of man
The preliminary palaver was a mat- on his heels and gazed critically at his
to the effect that you'd better head advances only by plunder.
You can ter of much leisurely ceremony, gut
handiwork;
him off or jump off."
see it in my own country, yesterday, tural pronouncements, grunts, pauses,
,:Watch," said M'sungo. "Before he
"Something like that," said Andrea in Africa today and it will come in the more monologues, repeated grunts;
gets up, he'll put In some mark, some
incisively, "only shorter. You yelled, other Americas tomorrow. The great- but, once It was over, M'sungo settled
distinctive feature that distinguishes
'Marry him or Jump off!' "
est thing ever said by Salisbury, a back with a sigh and started dispens- tills spoor from till others."
"I believe you're right," said M'sun-;ío- , rock among men, was that ruins are ing justice with a breathless rush that
No sooner hnd he spoken than the
and added, apologetically, "You not evidence of occupation and that reminded one of the manner in which black leaned
forward and with a sure
see, I didn't have much time to think." packed epigram brings us face to face he dispatched game.
touch deepened two of the cracks till
"Exactly!" said Andrea. "Instinc- with danger at the fork of the road
to
It seemed
Andrea that he never they formed a Jong narrow V running
tively all you saw was a joke, like of freedom."
waited to hear more than the state- diagonally half across the oval. That
You
every nigger in the line.
didn't
"Oh, White Man," said Andrea, her ment of the offense when ne would Im
he turned abruptly from his
care what happened to me. I uii&ht brow puckered with Internal effort, mediately pronounce sentence. "Twen- done
drawing, joined his comrades, turned
have been brained under that tree 'please apply it to individuals."
ty lashes next ! Thirty lashes ; next his back on M'sungo nnd unstoppering
and you knew it nnd all you could
He started to nail her to the tradi- Twelve lashes; next," at the rate of a
cartridge casé, proceeded to tak?
ihiuk of whs that you just had time to tions cf her sex but something truly about a case for even-- two minutes.
snuff.
two-edg-
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no less."
Eyes wide and Intent, cheeks flushed
and lips parted, Andrea was too ex
cited to speak. She threw out both
hands toward him in a gesture of
abandon and with an imploring gravity
Accept "California" Svrnn of Vie
that made her look as though she were only look for the name California on
giving herself into his keeping not for the package, then von are sure vonr
a day but for all time.
Child is having the best and most harm- -'
less laxative or physic for the little
CHAPTER VII.
stomach, liver and bowels.
Children
love its delicious fruity taste. Full
They started out, a skeleton caval- - directions' for child's dose on each botcade. The three wizened ones led the tle. Give it without fear.
wny and Andrea measured their im
Mother I You must say "California."
portance by the fact that they carried
M'sungo's battery of rifles, respectful
ly surrendered by the gunbearers as a
What He Did.
The magistrate It Is charced that
fitting tribute from onlookers to men
who were hunters In their own right. you used scurrilous language to this
M sungo nodded toward them and man, and then struck him with a dan-- '
spoke to Andrea over his shoulder. gerous missile.
Prisoner (Inditmnntly) 01 did noth- "The old boys are my brothers In
arms and they carry the guns as a Ing av the koind. Oi called 'ira a lyin'
sort of Insignia. When It comes down pup, an' hit 'Un wld a brick.
to business they'll slip them to the
v.

trained bearers."

BOSCHEE'S

Andrea came Marguerite,
his attendant before and Bathtub after him.; then followed the gunbearers,
a single tracker and a single water- boy.
No hangers-owere allowed
even to see the cortege from the craal.
Over one shoulder Bathtub carried
Behind

SYRUP.

A cold is probably the most com
mon of all disorders and. when neglected is apt to be most dangerous. Sta
tistics show that more than thia
times as many Deonle died from in
fluenza last year, as were killed in
slung a cracker tin, container of all the greatest
war the world has ever
the food nllotted to the day.
cnown. For the last
years
In ten minutes' march they came to Boschee's Syrup
has
been used for
the river which, in spite of Its prox- coughs, bronchitis, colds,
throat ir-imity to the camp, Andrea now saw
ritatlon
for the first time. Often she had sug- It gives and especially lung troubles.
the patient a good nlcht's
gested to M'sungo that she wished to
rest, free from coughing, with easy
visit it, but on every occasion his lips
Made
hnd set In a straight line and he hnd expectoration in the morning.
In America and used In the homes of
invented manifold reasons for keeping her from its shores. The most ef thousands of families all over the
ficacious of these arguments were civilized world. Sold everywhere. Adv.
snakes and crocodiles, but while she And There Are
Other Public Bodies.
conceded the strength of those two
"There are scientific questions," said
deterrents she could not escape from Sir Oliver Lodge recently,
"that will
an intuitive belief that there was
never be answered." One of these was
something else some other and rank
recently propounded
by the Basuto
ing cause in the back of M'sungo's
chief, who, after listening to the house
r
mind.
of commons for an hour, asked what
It was for. London Punch.
n
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Some thrills in the next
installment.
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Watch Cutlcura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear,

the

face with Cutlcura Ointment.
off Ointment in five minutes
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. It
is wonderful sometimes what Cutlcura
Concentration of Mind.
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
average
person Is Itching
The brain of the
and red rough hands. Adv.
too receptive and not positive enoughs
It Is swayed by very gust of emotion.
Tribute to His Eloquence.
yields too easily to outside conditions.
"Dat wuz a pow.'ful appeal yo' made
It reproduces too easily the. Idle frúm de pulpit,. Pahson Slinms."
(
thoughts of others, or its own phut).
'Tm right glad yo' thought so, Brud- tastes, and avoids the effort of con- der Jackson. Wuz .yo' moved?",
structive thinking. A complete cluing
"Yes, sah;, most pow'ful! I had to
in the mental habits of such a person:
hoi' niahself In frum putting somethln.
may open the way for unlimited future
in de contribution box." Boston Trandevelopment.,
Mental efficiency can script.
.
only be attained when one possesses
the power of concentrating the mind
There would be a lot more silence'
Weak powers of concentration mean In 'this world if we talked only 'about
.Inefficient thinking nnd vacillating ac- the things wé know.
tion. Regular daily practice In concentration,1 keeping the mind centered
fílu'M and Rforoíti i.'
Havm Strong; thalth?
upon, some one subject,- some difficult
. If they Tire, Itch,
problem, will soon give the mind the
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
FOR
habit of constructive thinking.- PerIrritated, Inflamed or
sist in this practice and ignore all Your EyÍS Granulated,
use Murine
seeming lack of progress if you would irften. Soothes, Refreshes. Safe for
obtain the fullest results. Nautilus.
Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write for
Utfc
tree Eye Book. Burial tjt JUsicd)
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Begins the New Year, 1920, with Bright Prospects for
the JSiggest, Best, Happiest New Year in all our Experience.

Our Desire for all our Patrons & Friends
Is that this may be your HAPPIE ST and
BEST NE'W Y A R
PAINT AS AN ASSET.
Bankers

Say They Lend More
Money on Property When
Buildings Are Well Painted.

AN

INDICATION

OF

THRIFT

fine Concern Advances 25 Per Cent
Mere if Repainting la Dona
Every Five Years.
Docs It pay to
buildings? Does
value of a farm
properly kept up

pa'.nt carefully farm
It odd to the selling
when buildings are
and regularly painted? A careful 3ilry of a number ol
leading bankers In the Mississippi valley, Including such states as Iowa, I'.IV
nobs, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana and Missouri, reveals the fact that In nearly
every case the bankers did not hesitate to say that they would lend alt the
way from 6 to 50 per cenf. more on
land where farm buildings' were well
painted and kept In good condition.
They maintain yipt well kept-uand
"weirpalntea buildings and fences are
en indication of thrift and that the
'thrifty farmer is a good client, nnd to
him money can be safely loaned. Ad
p

average of the returns from these
bankers shows that the Increased loan
.value because of painted buildings la
around 22 per cent.
Some of these bankers make Interesting comment A Michigan concern
says that, while 'not especlully prepared to advise definitely In response
to this Inquiry, the officers would loan
more money on farms where buildings
were painted than where they were
not 60 treated. This bank also finds
that where houses, barns and fences
a
ere well taken care of the farm
profitable proposition, and bankers In
general consider the farmer a good
client. Another Michigan bank sayg
"farm buildings out of repair and
needing paint Indicate that the owner
is Blow pay." Such farms are rated at
of the assessed value
about
,ior loans. Where the farm buildings
good shape the rating Is
!re In The
president of a middle western bank says that when real estate
'loans are considered, painted buildings
iare always taken Into consideration In
'making an estimate. The general appearance of the property surrounding
the house and burn and also the fields
and fences would be carefully observed. He further says that he has no
hesitancy In saying that he would absolutely refuse a loan on farms where
the bnlldings were not kept up and
well painted. In his judgment,
farm buildings would reduce
the loan value at least 25 per cent.
A Minnesota banker says that he I
much more willing to loan money
Where the buildings are well painted.
Id hlfr particular case he believes that
he would loon 20 per cent, more than
If the buildings were not properly
taken care of. A farmer who will
keep his buildings painted takes a
much deeper Interest .n his work lhan
one who does not. Another Minne
sota bank says Hint well painted buildings have resulted In securing from
his bank sometimes as high as 25 per
cent, more money than where the
buildings are not painted. An Ohio
concern suys that It will loan 25 per
cent, mure money on a well kept farm
where bulhlln;; are painted at least
once every five years. A southern Illinois bank says that it has no fixed
rule about this, hut It docs moke n dc
elded difference when owners of farm
lands apply for loans. If the building
are well painted and thus well preserved the loan rate would not only
he cheaper, but the amount of money
borrowed would be larger. A northern
Illinois hunk doos not hesitate to say
that It would Sonn fully f.0 per cent.
mere on a farm where buildings were
Well painted and In good order than
where they were not. The vice presl
who tinswers the Irnuiry, goes
one-thir- d

dent,
on to say : "There probably
ñirsíien gootí nnanciniiy ana morany
who permit their buildings to remain

unpalnted, but as a rule the most substantial people who live In the country keep their buildings well painted."
An Iowa bank, through its vice president, states that it would make a difference of at least 25 per cent in favor of the farm with painted buildings. Another Iowa concern says that
It would make a difference of at least
20 per cewt
All thin being true, it is perfectly
evident tilat It is a good business proposition to keep the farm buildings well
painted, They not only look better
and are more pleasing to the owner,
but the farm wouid sell to better advantage, the loon value of the property
would be greatly increased and the
buildings themselves would last much
forger and need less repatr.--ThAmerican Agriculturist.
e

PAINT

ILLITERACY.

Curious Fact Comes to Light That Localities Least Using Books Avoid
Paint Also.
Washington, D. C. A curious fact
has been brought to light by the Educational Bureau and the Bureau of Industrial Research here. It tit that in
the states where illiteracy la most
prevalent paint If least used. The
paint referred to' is the common or
barn variety, of course, for the backwoods countries have no need for the
finer pigments or facial adornments.
It Is true, though, that in the sections
of all states Where white illiteracy il
highest painted homes are rare and
painted outbuildings and barns are
Probably the
practically unknown.
Illiterates do not ose paint on their
buildings because they do not undef
stand 1U value as it preservative.

SPAN
No

OF

LIFE

Ancestors.
reud'.r.g of people who lived
lon
ears ago and especially when
reading about the length of their lives,
we are told that In the old days people lived longer than they do now.
Some of the early historical records
speak of single individuals who lived
hundreds of years. There is great
doubt as to whether these statements
are founded on fact In thinking about
this w must first take Into consideration that these records of long ago
were recorded at a time when man
had no accurate idea of the actual
passage of long periods of lime such
as a year. They did not have our calendar as a basis for figuring at all.
Learned men now tell us that the actual age of men who lived at the tlme,
these records of great ages were recorded probably lived shorter lives
than we do now, and that what they
recorded as a period of one year was
probably a much shorter period than
one year.
It is true beyond the question of a
doubt that the people of today llva
longer on an average than people who
lived ten, twenty er more years ago,
observes the Seattle
In other words, the average period of
This la
life has Increased steadily.
due. to the fuct that we hove taken
greater care of our bodies; have improved the conditions In which we live,
and made them more sanitary; have
learned to fight and check and eradicate diseases which only a few years
ago we could not prevent people dying
of when they once contracted them,
and we know from the records which
we keep that actually people live longer on the average today than only a
few years ago, and It Is safe to say
that they live longer now on the nver-ag- e
than at any time in the world's
TV'Lun
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Let Us Be Yoúr
Business Partner
Your partner has a knowledge of your
business and you look to him for advice and
counsel on important matters. You are entitled to all the help he can give you.
Do you get a partner's help pn your printed
matter? Do you get the most from the specialized knowledge which we have regarding
printing and paper, and above all the service
which a combination of the two can render?
Our job department has every modern equip- merit ior doing wonc on rusn orders, for
letterheads, billheads, and all kinds of forms,
we carry in stock, recommend and use

We wish to extend to our

Friens and Customers, Our

LENGTHENED

Deubt That the People of Today
Live Longer Than Did Their
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Best Wishes for a
HAPPY, PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR
And to Express our Appreciation of Your
Support During the Past Year.

It shall be our endeavor to
Continually maintain a high
standard of service, and Policies which will gain for us the
Complete Confidence of those
who trade with us.

oy Trading Go.

TROUBLE MAKING

The plan for a League of Nations Is based on a few simple
principles, which are not hard
to understand when lifted out
of the morass of tc clinical discussion and freed from legal nnd
diplomatic language.
As the
on authority best able to present these points without partisan bias,
Taft
has been asked to put the
league idea into a few plain
words for the benefit of millions
of Americans who desire a better understanding of the plan
but find themselves confused by
the debate in the United States
Senate. In response to this
he has written tl 'blowing article.

CANTEEN TAKEN
OVER BY PERSHING
Grants Earnest Request of Y. M. C.
Head Old Better Than Expected,
Says General.

st

Chaumont (Special). At the earnest
request of E. C. Carter, general overseas secretary of the Army Toüng;
Men's Christian Association, General
Fershlng has officially taken over the
army canteen, and In the future all exchanges, or "canteens," will be operated by the military instead of the Y.
M. C. A., as was the ages-olcustom
before the present war. In replying to
Mr. Carter's request, General Pershing
soys that as the reasons which impelled him to request the T. M. C. A.
to undertake the canteen work no
longer exist, he is glad to approve CarThe general thanks
ter's suggestion.
the Y. M. C. A. for the manner in
which it handled the canteen, declaring that, "handicapped by shortage of
tonnage and land transportation, the
Y. M. C. A. has by extra exertion
served the army better than could
have been expected, and yon may be
assured that Its aid has been a large
factor in the final great accomplishments of the American army.
According to Y. M. C. A. officials and
investigators of recent criticism coming from overseas, the canteen has
a
been the cause of
of the organization's trouble.
In his
letter to Mr. Carter, General Pershing;
declares that "the Y. M. C. A. under
took the management of the post exchanges at my request at a time when
it was of the greatest Importance that,
no available soldier should be taken
away from the vital military functions
Of training and fighting."
Y. M. C. A.
men everywhere are sure that with the
canteen in the hands of the army, all
criticism of the organization's overseas work will cease, because of the Impossibility of a civilian organization,
handicapped as the Y. M. C. A. has
been, operating such a mammoth mercantile enterprise as the post exchange business proved to be.
General Pershing's letter to Mr Ctr
ter follows in full :
d

STRICT

ETIQUETTE

IN

CHINA

Matter of Tea Drinking a Thing of
Much Importance In the Flowery
Republic.

The etiquette observed In tea drinking In China is very curious.
If a
lady asks you to drink tea with her
and especially if the tea be sweetened
you can count yourself as well reIf she does
ceived and much liked.
not like yon, the tea is bitter, and
Report has it that In cases of this sort
drolnlngs are often used. After one
sip of such tea the unllked visitor
makes a prompt exit t
When making a call, if the servant
should bring in a cup of tea there
is no need to take any particular notice of it. Allow the servant to place
It where he likes near you, and continue your conversation as though
nothing had happened.
If your business Is pleosant nnd agreeable to the
mistress or the master of the house,
he or she will pass the beverage to
yon; If not, you are expected to leave
It untouched, otherwise you are likely
to have a quarrel on hand, and a Chinese quarrel either with a man or a
woman is unpleasant.
Ancient Asbestos.

nlneteen-twentieth-

There was a winding sheet of amlan-thIn the Vatican library, soft and
pliable In the hand, showing indications of Ignition upon one corner. The
cloth, however, did not suffer. This
burning Is token as showing that some
eombustlble fiber had been Intermin"My Dear Mr. Carter;
Marco Polo, 'in the thirgled.
"I have received your letter of Janteenth century, reported a cloth which
the natives of territory now Included uary 29 asking whether In view of
In Russian Siberia claimed as having the present changed situation It would,
be possible for the army to assume
been made of sulamonder skin.
Murco Polo satisfied himself, so It full responsibility for the maintenance
seems, that he had to do with a min- of post exchanges throughout the
eral substance. In fact, he found out American expeditionary force. As
something
as to Its manufacture. you correctly state, the Y. M. C. A. unIn this same general region of country dertook the management of the post
exchange at my request at a time
asbestos is today known to exist.
We are not to regard asbestos as a when It was of the greatest imporsingle, definite mineral. Nor are we tance that no available soldier should
to understand that there is a fixed be taken away from the vital military
chemical constitution. Certain forms functions of training and fighting. As.
of hornblende and serpentine, if the reasons which Impelled me at that
fibrous, are regarded as asbestos.
time to request you to undertake this

work no longer exist, I am glad to coyour suggestion.'
In reachlnp
this decision consideration has been
given to the new burdens In connection
with the entertainment and athletic activities and the education that you
I have accordingly
have assumed.
given directions that army units themselves take over nnd operate their own!
post exchanges.
In muting thin
change permit me to thank you for
the very valuable services end assistance which the Y. M. C. A. has renas follows:
dered to the American expeditionary
'lieverend Sir: Wishing to go on fOrce in handling
t!iee exchanges.
the stage, would like to appear In Handicapped by shortage of tonnsgw
garyour play. Have been a market
nnd land transportation, the Y. M. C.
dener for some years, but, having K. bus by
extra exertion served the
gone bankrupt, have decided to take
linny better thiiii could hnve been ex.
no
requiring
samerp acting, the
pected, nnd yon may he assured that
I tim no longer young, hut fl
Its aid hiis been a large factor In the
Have
feet - in my stocking feci.
'liiiil (.'rent teco
of the
jitfjflered n Imok en elocution, nnd ais .lsueri-Mitunity.
ti'lid of !te hours." WiiKVior.
Fully Qualified.
They were arguing about qualifications for successful careers, and a famous playwright, who was one of the
pf.rty, maintained that the stage
the easiest opportunities for
bt ginning. As some doubt was thrown
on this claim, he produced a letter
from a man who wished to be engaged for his new play, which was
nhont to be produced. The letter ran
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Pleasant Place To Trade.
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